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INTRODUCTION

Readers may be shocked by the new information that they will 
read in this text. The church organizations will revolt and accuse.
The Illuminati will attack and then fade away because they can 
not penetrate the Frequencies of Mary Magdalene.

What you are about to read is actually a collection of many 
pieces of my on going participation in opening the 12 Ascension 
Portals. There are many other books that have been written 
about this project and many more that will be written.

I can only write what has happened so far in the Heroic Future of
Mother Gaia. Some of my past writings were only the Probable 
Future of what was about to happen. Now, I am able to tell my 
readers about the Heroic Future of Mother Gaia.

I have been working on this project officially since 1992. 
However, my first contact with Yeshuwa ben Joseph was in 1987.
I first reported my interactions with my Angelic Teams in my 
books, Matrix of Illusions and Quantum Journey 1-7. The main 
theme of my learning more and more about who we were came 
through our Music, itself. The Angels and Yeshuwa always sent 
their messages to us through Music.

We were actually given the responsibility of bringing the Base 
Tone Rhythms to Earth in 1992 when the PROMISE was 
announced by the Angelic Kingdom itself. Our First Album was 
THE PROMISE. The Base Tone Rhythms are all of the Frequencies
of Consciousness within the OM of the Sun. All of the 
Frequencies that melt us into Oneness with our Cosmic Creator. 
All of the Frequencies that exist in between all of the DNA in the 
Body that molds us into a Super Consciousness.

In the beginning of our project, in 1992, we learned that these 
Base Tone Rhythms were required to insure the final Shift that 
would remove the Veil before 2017.



We have just completed our entire project of returning the 
Complete Oneness to Earth by opening 12 Ascension Portals into
the Cosmic Realm. We completed our mission on October 2, 
2016. So, we are now in the Heroic Future Time Line. We 
completed the project that we began in 1992.

Now, we, Mary Magdalene who is Joe and Angela Barnett, are 
beginning the next step of our project of Returning the Perfect 
Kingdom to Earth which was actually our PROMISE of 950 billion 
years.

The story of writing THE PROMISE ALBUM is contained within 
the Quantum Journey Books and in the book THE PROMISE OF 
THE PERFECT KINGDOM.

The stories of the events that took place while we were opening 
the First Ascension Portal may be found in the Cosmic Twins 
Diary. The stories surrounding opening the next four portals after
the first one in 2008 may be found in REMEMBERING WHO WE 
ARE FROM COSMIC MARY.

This book contains the completion of the project of the 12 
Ascension Portals, how we saved Mother Gaia, and completed 
the Prophecy that will allow Gaia to become the Savior of the 
Universe.

All of these Universal Prophecies required the opening of these 
12 Ascension Portals, and Mary Magdalene was the only one who
could do this.

I am the Creator of the Portals and I am the Permission Giver for 
using the Portals from now until Eternity.

I have begun the next step in my Mission, which is giving 
Permission to the Travelers from the Highest Realms of the 
Universe to Pass into a Higher Realm of Creation as they ride in 
their Star Ships through my Portals.



The Angels and High Beings who are now being given permission
by me to use my portals stand in front of me one at a time for me 
to see and communicate with. I must learn all of their names and
invite them to begin their Star Ship Journey through the Portals.

This is the return of the Kingdom of Heaven to Earth because 
these Beings of Light will bring their Consciousness into Gaia, 
and that Consciousness will create a change of Consciousness 
of those who stand upon her.

ANGELS ARRIVAL THROUGH MARY 
MAGDALENE'S ASCENSION PORTALS HAS 
BEGUN

Angela and Joe Barnett is Mary Magdalene in the Flesh

I am Mary Magdalene in the Flesh on Earth. I came to Earth to re-
open my 12 Ascension Portals. They are mine because I created 
them originally millions of years ago. These Ascension Portals 
were re-opened by me (Joe and Angela Barnett) one at a time 
beginning in 2008 and ending in October 2016.  I actually 
completed the Portals on October 2, 2016 and I spent the rest of 
October filling the Portals with my Consciousness and the 
Consciousness of the Cosmic Sun to strengthen the Portals to be
the Ultimate Landing Strip and Runway for the Star ships who 
began their arrival in November.

The arrival of each and every star ship into my Portals will 
require me to give them permission to use my Portals. I will be 
meeting, greeting and communicating with each and every Angel 



and Entity who enters my Universe, my Galaxy and my Earth 
Portal within the 12 Ascension Portals.

I am greeting millions of these Wonderful Beings now. Each one 
of them presents his or her self to me and talks to me in great 
detail about his or self. I learn their name and record it in my 
Portal Log. I am like a Ticket Master at a Plane Station. Each 
Entity who asks to use the Portals must come to me for their 
Ticket (so to speak). I do not give them a ticket, but I give them 
permission, if they meet the light ratio qualification.

Some of these Beings will be high enough in Light to have Star 
Ships that will not have a problem passing through the Inner 
Domain of the Portal where it is extremely Hot within the Earth, 
and others might not make it. This is something that must be 
considered by each Star Ship because some are much more 
advanced in technology than others.

I have the algorithms of the structure of the Ascension Portals 
sketched within me because I created them. I will be the one 
Navigating the Star Ships through the Portals. So, I am the 
Permission Giver, Ticket Master and Navigator for using the 
Ascension Portals that I created.

First, after I completed opening the Portals on October 2, 2016, I 
was required to help the energy or frequencies of my 
consciousness to be established within them, I was required to 
feed them continuous energy of Cosmic Consciousness until they
became FULLY AWARE beings in and of themselves. This gave 
them the stability of Being, which allowed the Portals to take on 
a Life of their own.

 I, Mary Magdalene, was like the mother of their creation and my 
team was built around me to use my Frequencies for this Birthing
Process. Yeshuwa was with me always to support and activate 
my frequencies through the Spiritual Realm and Elaika was with 
me to support my frequencies in the Physical Realm. Elaika 
actually placed his own Frequency Template within my home so 



that I would have continuous access to it. The Angels were also 
with me to Support the work that I was doing. So, you see, it was
always Me opening the Portals and the Team was to Support my 
work.

HIGH DIMENSIONAL TRAVELERS AND ANGELS WILL 
USE PORTALS

MARY GIVES PERMISSION TO USE THE PORTALS

I am now welcoming the TRAVELERS from other areas of the 
Universe through the Earth's passage. I am the greeter and 
navigator for some of them. They will see me and know what to 
do. This process of directing the Travelers through the Portals is 
bringing me great joy because these people are necessary to go 
through the Earth's Time Passage that will bring them into a 
greater realm of understanding.

This will also bring a great new awakening to Earth. This will 
bring the Kingdom of Heaven to Earth. It is on its way. I am given 
permission to see some of these Beings, but I can hear and 
communicate with all of them.

These Beings are coming from the God World and they must pass
through this realm. These Beings are Angels and some are from 
Realms that are very high, and must pass through the God Realm 
to make their final passage into the highest dimensions.

I am the greeter and the one who informs them of how to go 
through these Portals. I have this knowledge because I created 
the Portals. Through my complete Dimensional Selves I know all 
that needs to be known about the Portals and how they are to be 
used, and how it works and how it is a part of the Prophecy of 
the Universe.

These Portals are creating a new world upon this planet. This is 
how the Kingdom of Heaven will be brought to Earth. And this 



will affect the Galaxy as a Whole, and the Universe as a Whole.

This particular passage will be for this particular Universe, 
however it will have some affect on other Universes as well.

But God wants it to be for this Universe because this is a specific
Time, a special place and for special reason.

I was given all of the information that I needed to perform this 
Project for God.

I was also given protection during this project of Greeting the 
Travelers. They sent me a Protector who is a great and powerful 
one from many centuries ago and many centuries to come. This 
is a precaution. If those who come to the portal entrance who do
not belong there, the Protector will move them aside and will not 
let them pass.

When I take on that particular essence of Godliness sometimes it
can only see that which is good in that which is coming, and the 
Protector can see if the Being should not be permitted to enter 
in. The Protector will remove the negative energies from entering
in.

The arrival of these Beings of Light will bring the Consciousness 
to Earth that will begin the awakening of the human to grow 
back into that perfect form that will be presented on Earth by 
these Beings and by the 32 Co-Creators who are already on 
Earth, but not yet Risen into their Identity and Plan.

I am Mary Magdalene. I am the first Risen Co-Creator on Earth.

These Portals have placed Mother Gaia on a New Time Line of 
Reality. This means that the Consciousness of those on Earth will
begin to think like one big family. The DNA from each of the star 
families will be shared as a bio-regenisis project of 
transformation back into the original God Creation 
Consciousness that all creation was meant to be.



MY PORTALS HAVE SHIFTED GAIA INTO A NEW TIME LINE

We – Mary Magdalene, Yeshuwa ben Joseph, Elaika, Raphael, 
Uriel, Ariel, Michael, and Gabriel (This is my Ascension Team) 
have opened the Portals. We completed the Ascension Portals on
October 2, 2016.

Now, there is much RESPONSIBILITY to be taken. I will be 
inviting millions of Angels and Higher Dimensional Beings to use 
the Portals. They will be flying through the portals in their 
Spaceships. There will be millions of them. This Mission of 
meeting each and every Being who enters into my Ascension 
Portals could take several months. They will be flying in their 
space ships one at a time. 

Of course, they will be using the Portals forever, not just for 
several months. These Portals are for Eternity. Their purpose is 
to place Mother Gaia on a Time Line of Eternity. A few years ago,
Mother Gaia was on a Path of Destruction. Now, Mother Gaia is 
on a Path of Eternal Life. And therefore, those who will remain 
with her will also be on this new path.

The rumors of Nibiru and other Illuminati Future take over is now 
impossible because of the Ascension Portals. We are in a new 
time line now. Nibiru and the Illuminati and the Annunaki are not 
on this time line. We are in a new Version of Reality NOW.

I will be in full awake Trance State allowing me to be asleep and 
awake at the same time so that I will have full communication 
with the Entities of Light who will be riding the space ships 
through my portals. I am the Queen of the Universe. This is the 
reason why these are my Portals and why I am the only one who 
can give permission to use them. I am Mary Magdalene. I am 
very, very Big. I am standing here, and yet my body extends into 
the Cosmos. These spaceships are actually flying through my 
Cosmic Body into the Earth's Body.



PAST PRESENT FUTURE

After the duality of 2014 we moved into the catalyst of 2015 and 
the climax of the catalyst of transformation in Fall. This 
CATALYST is the ASCENSION PORTALS themselves. This is the 
Transformation Energy that has changed the Future of Mother 
Gaia, and therefore, the Consciousness of those who live upon 
her.

 Now that the Ascension Portals are opened I will permit the 
PROPER ENERGY, THE HIGHEST OF CONSCIOUSNESS to be 
invited to ride their Star Ships through My Portals. The 
Frequencies of the Consciousness of those coming to Earth 
through these Portals is what will cause the Shift in 
Consciousness on Earth.

This will be the beginning of the Enlightenment that  will grow 
into a NEW STRUCTURE  that will Bloom in June 2017 when 
Elaijah begins to speak the WORD OF GOD all around the Earth. 
This first step of Activating the Portals with the Highest 
Consciousness First and allowing the Portals to become the 
ETERNAL TRANSPORTERS of the Original Race Line to and 
through Gaia must be maintained Forever. This will be the job of 
Elaika and Yeshuwa forever more.

 My job was to Create the Portals, Re Open the Portals and my 
ETERNAL JOB is to give Permission for use of the Portals to the 
ones who are Truly Ready. My GREAT PROTECTOR will always be
assisting me with making sure that only those who are of the 
Light will be permitted in.

The Future, beginning in June 2017, will be the VOICE OF GOD 
being heard on Earth through Elaijah. The Co Creation Team will 
be with him in some ways during his Mission of Bringing the New 
Truth to Earth. This part of our Mission--Elaijah's Mission-- will be 
the most important and most difficult part of the Transition of 
Consciousness on Earth beause there will be many in the Church 



Structure who do not want the TRUTH SPOKEN.

I am placing pieces of the Truth out to the World now to be heard
by a few, who I hope will become prepared to support Elaijah in 
the near future.

METHOD USED FOR OPENING THE PORTALS

I first reported to Yeshuwa that I had been practicing a new 
method of opening the Portals that I call remaining in the Bliss 
and Joy of remembering our Love Affair together. I told him that I 
had written many love songs about us many years ago and that I 
spent the past two weeks listening to them because they make 
me so very happy. I knew that I needed to raise my frequencies 
into this state of Joy to bring the Kingdom of Heaven to Earth 
through the Portals.

During this process of forming the Consciousness within the 
Portals I needed to make sure my Joy was coming from within. I 
would tune in to MOTHER FATHER GOD and FEEL the Ascension 
Portals Connecting from within my own Consciousness. I could 
Feel the Ascension Portals bringing Omnipresent Consciousness 
to Saturate all who are on Mother Earth. I gave the Portals their 
Purpose and their Structure. I filled the Portals with the Full 
Spectrum of Light Consciousness of the Cosmic Sun who that 
they would be fully aware of the Divine Plan and become 
complete Beings who could continue on their own.

I was the Mother of the Portals. I was their creator. They could 
not know who they were and how to create their reality if I did 
not place that within them. I spent one full month just pouring 
the Consciousness of Divine Knowing and Light into my baby 
Portals.

I spent so many days, months and years creating these portals 
that they are a part of me. I have a complete navigation system 
within me of how to navigate a star ship through the Portals.



This will be one of my functions as I give permission, meet and 
greet those Starry Beings who will use the Portals. I will also be 
their Navigator as they move through the Portals.

WORKING WITH THE DOLPHINS

The method that was used to open these Ascension Portals 
required a continuous working with Dolphins and Whales in the 
Pacific Ocean. I astral travel each night to work with the 
Cetaceans in moving Tectonic Plates around so that the Portals 
can open. Now that the Portals are open, we will still need to 
continue shifting the Tectonic Plates around so that the Portals 
do not get blocked by them again.

Now, when I communicate with the Dolphins for the purpose of 
transmitting communication to the Pleiadian Cetacean Council 
and the Whales for communication with the Andromeda Cetacean
Council, each of these Beings Encyclopedia's of information 
contain the entire algorithmic structure of the tectonic plates in 
the Pacific Ocean. The sound that echos back from the Pleiadian 
Council contains corrected algorithms for the tectonic plates 
that actually move the tectonic plates into a more harmonic 
alignment with the entire Solar System and Galaxy.

These tectonic plates have a mind of their own. They move up 
and down and horizontally at will, continuously. The amount of 
tectonic plates that can be moved at one time, with the help of 
Elaika, who collects my frequencies and then uses them as a 
generator and amplifier into the and with the Dolphin's Trinary 
Language, is always limited to just a few square miles at a time. 
My voice becomes a trinary language together with the Dolphin's,
and the movement of the tectonic plates actually comes from the
power of the atomic mirror shifting reality between the Pleiadian 
Cetacean Council and my Team.

The Dolphins, and other Cetacean Races have the most HIGH 



CONTEXT LANGUAGE of the Universe.

And this level is so high that it is best understood as Music or 
Light and sound rather than words, because that is what it is. 
The Dolphin speaks through the light and sound vibrations of the 
oneness of the physical and spiritual weaving itself through the 
spheres as the music of the spheres itself.

Now, when we look at the Dolphin's language we can think about 
these layers of meanings within the tones that the Dolphin 
creates. When the Dolphin makes a trinary sound, the meaning 
begins to take place at the very moment of the breath of the 
sound. The sound is always being combined with the light 
because the sound is always echoing through the oneness of the 
Sun's Language which removes time and space.

The Dolphin Language is actually always in song form. The Songs
transmitted are very unique because they utilize the Atomic 
Mirror energy itself, which is what creates the penetration of the 
Physical into the Spiritual and bounces back as a new calculated
reality.

The very moment the Dolphin has an idea to be projected, that 
idea comes forth as a sound that is infinite in meaning. What the 
human hears as one sound from the Dolphin is actually a 
combination of thousands of sounds. The human ear doesn't 
know how to hear the sounds as separate units.

So, the Dolphin is making this sound. The first nano second of 
that sound tells most of the story. There is about a book full of 
meaning in that nano second of the sound. And then the sound 
that follows contains infinite details of meaning surrounding that 
original book of meaning. So, by the time the human ear has 
heard one sound from the Dolphin, the Dolphin has written an 
Encyclopedia.



The creation of the Portals, the arrangement of the Tectonic 
Plates and all that is involved in this Ascension Process has to do
with Sound and Light. I am always using the Sound and Light of 
my Consciousness the Sound and Light of the Pleiadian Cetacean
Council and the Whales for communication with the Andromeda 
Cetacean Council.

This sound and light music of the spheres can also be translated 
into Algorithms, which are the Divine Calculations of the 
structure of the Universe. I am continuously re calculating the 
Harmonic Alignment of the entire Earth so that these Tectonic 
Plates will shift into a more harmonious alignment with the 
Ascension Portals.

The more alignment that is brought into the Tectonic Plates, the 
more harmoniously we can re arrange the patterns of the Earth 
quakes, themselves. This process of shifting the tectonic plates 
while working with the Dolphin's and their Trinary Language each
and every night for the past six months has eliminated the Five 
Major Earth quakes in California which would had killed millions 
of people.

I had a magical experience in my music studio after opening the 
portals. I have been collecting my communication adventures 
with the Dolphins and recording what my frequencies of sound 
have said together with the Dolphin's Trinary Language.

Sometimes, I have these magical experiences where the sounds 
appear through my recordings just because I intend for that 
reality to manifest itself.

I actually manifested the dialog that I have continuously through 
my frequencies, the Sun's frequencies, and the Songs of the 
Music of the Spheres reflecting themselves into the Voices of the
Dolphins and bouncing off the Atomic Mirror after removing time 



and space and then returning as an echo of what was originally 
said with a powerful vibration that actually shifts the plates.

This was so exciting to hear that I made it into a musical 
extravaganza of this event that just appeared through my sound 
system out of no where.

It will be made available for sale sometime. I will probably call it 
Dolphin Trinary Language Song or Dolphin Portal Creation 
Project. I don't know yet.

It will be together with a complete description of the Dolphin 
Language, and the Sun's Language. I see that these two always 
work together.

SHIFTING TECTONIC PLATES AND STOPPING EARTHQUAKES

I have been working continuously with the Dolphins and Whales 
as I Astral Travel every night to check on and re formulate the 
Tectonic Plates. The Dolphins work with me sending their Trinary
Language through a Sonar Wave into the Dolphin Councils of the 
Pleiadian Cluster. This Wave of information is given to me- Mary 
Magdalene and Elaika- to translate into the next set of 
information for moving the Tectonic Plates into the most perfect 
possible alignment where the Ascension Portals could open. 

As I was doing this Tectonic Plate alteration with the Dolphin 
Councils, I was able to stop five major Earthquakes that would 
had killed millions of people. And this work has moved many of 
the problems of the Pacific Coast further into the future.

There are different vibrations within each tone which have words
that are coming out all at the same time. 



To comprehend the tone, you must take it from the beginning of 
the tone and bring the whole tone within you at once.

The tone is coming out in vibrational levels. The meaning of 
vibrational levels means the physical and spiritual becoming one 
in many different dimensions. The part of the body of the Dolphin
where the sound comes from determines which dimension is 
being broadcast. The Dolphin can communicate to one dimension
at a time, or all dimensions at one time. You must focus on the 
very beginning of the sound to determine the intention of 
meaning.

As it comes out and changes shape and changes vibration all of 
the things within that shape have many meanings and many 
things can be expressed in just a few seconds. The way the 
dolphin communicates messages through the Galaxies and 
Universe is the same way that my frequency music does the 
same thing. It is made from the reflection, connection, and 
resonating fields of frequency signatures within the music of the 
spheres streaming themselves together, just like I do with my 
music.

What Scientists think they understand about Dolphin Language is
only the paraphrasing of the sentence.

They know if it is a communication for a mate or a danger call, 
but they have not perceived the singular words that are there. or 
the meaning of the context.

The only reason they understand the meaning is because of the 
action of the dolphin. They make a type of a sound because of a 
warning, and the action that is going along with the sound might 
be similar that which would indicate they have received a 
warning. Scientists are only attaching physical response to a 
sound, much like is done in the most low context methods of 



teaching a language to a child. Scientists are only picking up on 
the meaning of the sound from the action that they see the 
Dolphin taking.

There is actually very little relationship between the action of 
the dolphin and what the real meaning of their HUGE 
COMMUNICATION because that communication is beyond the 
speed of light to entities in other galaxies.

MARY MAGDALENE SINGING MERMAID

The reason that Mary Magdalene speaks fluent Dolphin is 
because I was a Dolphin and a Mermaid during the Second 
Seeding. I came in that form to this Earth to arrange the Ocean 
in its most perfect form. Elaika was with us at that time to 
perform an ecological function for the Ocean. We did many things
for the Ocean during the Second Seeding.

Just as there are many humans on Earth at this time while there 
are 32 of us that will begin performing many missions during the 
next thirty years, there were about that many of us on Earth at 
that time among millions of other Dolphins, Mermaids and Sea 
Creatures.

I have created a few you tubes in which I speak about being a 
Mermaid and a Dolphin. These are listed below.

MARY MAGDALENE WAS A MERMAID

https://YouTube/watch?v=2X9eLLgCq24

MARY MAGDALENE SINGING MERMAID YOU TUBE CHANNEL

https://www.youtube.com/results?
search_query=Mary+Magdalene+singing+mermaid

https://YouTube/watch?v=2X9eLLgCq24
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Mary+Magdalene+singing+mermaid
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Mary+Magdalene+singing+mermaid


This new group of you tubes includes

Mary Magdalene life as a mermaid

Mary's Spirit Guide describes Ascension Plans

Mary's Dolphin Lover and Twin Flame

Dolphins guide Mary in Portal Work

Mother Gaia's Life Extension

Stargates open New Future

Yeshuwa Confirms that I am the Female Christ Frequency

Why the Coast will Fall in the Ocean

THE SOUND OF THE SUN, THE MUSIC OF THE SPHERES, THE 
LANGUAGE OF OM

My mission was to open the 12 Ascension Portals. Now, that I 
have opened my Portals, my grand reward is to invite, greet, 
welcome each and every Entity from the God World, who is 
qualified, to use my Portals to ride their spaceships through 
these Portals.

I used the technology of the frequencies of the Sun to create the 
Portals and to open the Portals and now I am filling the Portals 
with this Infinite Creation Stardust of Om, which is the complete 
frequency spectrum of the Sun.

In my AUDIO BOOK, MUSIC OF THE SPHERES I explain this 
infinite relationship of oneness of the physical and spiritual

THE MUSIC OF THE SPHERES



All of this Music may be heard and experienced at 
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com.

http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/home

THE MUSIC OF THE SPHERES is a TRAINING mp3 
that explains how the Music of the Sun or the Sound 
of the Sun, which is called OM contains the complete 
Consciousness of the Perfect Creation and those who
stand within it. In ancient Mystery Schools when I 
taught with Yeshua, and his Abstract Aspect, St. 
Germain, we taught our students how to become 
ONE with the Cosmic Sun.

This recording includes my detailed explanation of 
what Yeshua and I are talking about when we share 
memories of how the OM should be taught. The 
teachings that are found in recent Spiritiual Teachings 
are totally incorrect. This is why I had this discussion 
with Yeshua. 

I am bringing back the Original Teachings of how we 
return to the Oneness of the Frequencies of the 
Cosmic Sun. When we transform our body through 
the Frequencies of the Sun's Full spectrum of Light 
and Sound, we turn into Light and into Bliss, our skin 
glows, our blood turns into a starbased substance.

http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/home


We discussed how we used the algorithims of our 
Father's Divine Plan to show the scientific certainty of 
an indestructable Divine Creation that was made 
through the creation substance of the Pre Plasma 
Light and Sound Consciousness that we called OM. 
We used this anti particle substance as the essence 
of all creation.

While Yeshuwa remembers the mathematical 
structure, Mary translates all Math into Music, which is
where the Music of the Spheres came from. 

We are the Co-Creators with God in this magnificent 
Sentient Creation of Eternal Reality.

Yeshuwa said that we are the actual Management 
Team that was created by God to actually be God in 
another form so that he would have Himself in a form 
that was able to go out into the Universe and 
EXPERIENCE his creation.

This Highly Ordained Set of Co-Creators, who were 
created Equally with the Angels trillions of years ago 
have been God's Management team since that 
moment was created. We are the only ones who 
create these experiences for God. The Angels were 
created at the same time as the Co-Creators for a 
different aspect of God's Management needs. 



Yeshuwa and Mary and other members of the 
Management Team created aspects of ourselves to 
go out into the worlds and experience everything that 
God might need to know. We did not consider these 
experiences of a good or bad phenomena. We were 
just collecting Ethnographic Data for God.

There are 47 co-creators on Earth and 32 of them are
awake now. Only a few of us are Fully Risen into 
knowing our mission, and only one of us has 
completed our mission.

My mission was to open the 12 Ascension Portals. Now, that I have opened my Portals my grand 
reward is to invite, greet, welcome each and every Entity from the God World, who is qualified, to 
use my Portals to ride their spaceships through these Portals.

There is a new set of teachings coming out that makes it sound like there are thousands of these 
Co-Creators on Earth, and that all that is experienced by their Soul is what is being written as the 
Creation Experience of God. This is not true. There are only a few of us out of the 32 who are fully 
awakened, and only two of us who have RISEN. I am in now in the process of becoming Fully 
Risen.

There was a time trillions of years ago when God decided to create a set of aspects of himself and 
we were to be all that God was, but in a form that would go experience all that his creation 
experiences and transmit that information to God in order to allow him to know himself in all forms. 
The reason that the management team created a Mary- female Christ was so that God could 
experience this Female facet together with the male aspect.

Now, back to the Music of the Spheres teachings. We came to Earth to teach the reality that all 
those who were created by God could experience this OM Frequency that all of his creation was 
made from. We taught that every one could become this Light and Sound of Creation that all was 
created from.

This is the meaning of OM. This was always the Mission of Yeshuwa and Mary. I am Mary 
Magdalene. I am here on Earth now to bring the highest frequencies to Earth through the Music of 
the Spheres that is what I did when I opened the 12 Ascension Portals. The Ascension Portals 
were created to stream this light and sound of the Cosmic OM of all creation back into the 
Consciousness of our creation on Mother Earth.



Please listen carefully to what is said by both Yeshuwa and Mary in this dialog. Mary is evoking a 
clarification from Yeshuwa about many points that have been completely mis calculated by those 
on Earth with the help of all of the miscalculations placed on Earth by the Annunaki to make sure 
that the Original Ones would never be allowed to Ascend into the Bliss of the Sun. That is where 
most of the teachings out there came from. The Annunaki can fool everyone else on Earth, but they
will never be able to fool Mary Magdalene. I remembered everything that needed to be 
remembered to recalculate the alignment of Mother Earth back into the God World. I opened all 12 
Ascension Portals through the Music of the Spheres.

The reason that I am allowing these dialogs to be heard on Earth is because there is so much 
incorrect information floating around that is being used to heal people and to teach people about a 
Truth that needs to be understood and taught correctly. That is what I am doing at my website, 
Crystal Magic Orchestra. com. I am teaching the OM Frequencies as they are in the Spiritual 
Creation Reality rather than in the Physical Illusion reality that uses tiny little microscopic specks of 
what is remembered, which is where the Solfege Hertzian Frequency teachings come from. Those 
are just a set of lies that have absolutely nothing to do with the original Music of the Spheres 
Teachings of Turning the Human Body back into the Light of the Sun.

Mary reminds Yeshuwa of how the Gregorian Chants have brought a memory of what we did iin the
OM teachings. I make it clear to my audience that this was only a memory of the ESSENCE --not 
the Real Thing. There were many mis translations of this meaning of the Power of Music. There 
was a Music Book that was used in most College Level Music Schools that was written by Grout. 
The author, Grout, clearly explained that Music brought a memory of a higher teaching, and he 
used the examples of Gregorian Chant, Pythagorous Therum, and those ideas were reconnected 
to other Aspects of the Co-Creation Team including Kuthumi and St. Germain. I was with all of 
these Entities when we brought these aspects of these subjects to Earth. You see, both Yeshuwa 
and I come to Earth and other Planets in many forms, many aspects, many designs to collect 
information on many levels for out Mother Father God.

Unfortunately, as Yeshuwa also remembers, each time we brought the truth to Earth, it was 
immediately re-written in a condensed version that left out all of the original meaning. And so our 
teachings, including the OM teachings were condensed, re-written and turned into tiny little specks 
of the original teaching. I will give high recognition to our World Teacher, Ramtha for bringing back 
some very key aspects of the teachings that showed us how to move back into the FULL 
SPECTRUM OF LIGHT. This is the beginning of all teachings on my website. OM means the Full 



spectrum of light. It means the Light and Sound in all of its form including hertzian, infra red, 
invisible and visible light, x ray, gamma, violet light and white light. OM means all light and sound of
creation. Those who isolate one tiny piece of this FULL SPECTRUM OF LIGHT, such as the 
hertzian frequency itself, are completely misleading their audience.

I also clairify with Yeshuwa the true meaning of placing two sets of frequencies, consciousness, 
entities of light into alignment to create a third frequency of reality. This teaching of aligning the 
spiritual frequency into oneness with the physical frequency at every possible mathematical 
calculation is what creates the oneness frequency with the Cosmos. This reality was re translated 
into notes instead of light and sound. It is not the note itself that creates any healing power. It is the
note which represents a Being, such as C represents Earth. That is just a representation. That is 
just one number in a mathematical calculation. This C Being must be placed in the ONENESS with 
all Beings and re calculated into a new TONE.

This original Frequency Set that we were discussing actually comes from the resonation of one 
tone on the spiritual realm combined with one resonation of one tone on the physical realm 
creating a third reality. This is called the Trinary Lanuage and it is called the Music of the Spheres.

This is the same Language of the Stars or the Music of the Spheres that is used by the Cetaceans 
when they transmit information from Earth to the Pleiadian Cetacean Councils to calculate the 
correct alignment ofthe Tectonic Plates in the ocean that will help Gaia re balance her self through 
the Ascension Portals that bring the Divine Consciousness back to Earth through the Music of the 
Spheres.

So, you see, everything that I do here on Earth as Mary Magdalene- the Female Christ on Earth, is 
always the work of the Music of the Spheres, the OM and the Songs of Love that Resonate and 
Echo throughout the Universe from the Male and Female Christ Consciousness of Yeshuwa and 
Mary.

This is what Yeshuwa and I have been doing on Earth this time and every time we come.

My favorite time in history with Yeshuwa was when we came to Earth to create the understanding 
of Love, Passion, Sex and experiencing mad, passionate Love Making through intercourse of the 
male and female christ. We transmitted these experiences of Love Making in every possible form 
to our Mother Father God so that there could be the greatest possible understanding transmitted 
into and from the Mind of God for all to know and experience for Eternity. These Experiences of the
SOUND OF LOVE continue to echo through the Universes as the Frequencies and Vibrations of 
the Male and Female Christ teaching God the Art of Making Love.



This is the Feeling that is felt by all who feel the Love of Jesus and call on Jesus, and believe in 
Jesus or in Mary. This Feeling is the Frequency of Love that is felt singing through the Universe.

The first time I spoke to Yeshuwa, he told me that my Songs are well known throughout the 
Universe. He was speaking about my Frequency Signatures and my experiences and he later 
spoke about the Songs of Love that echo throughout the Universe from the Queen and the King of 
the Universe. We are the management team of the God World. We create Love everywhere we go.

We create the Song of Love in the Music of the Spheres so that this memory would continue to 
echo as the Song of Love through out the Universe forever and ever.

This feeling of Love that many have felt for both Jesus Christ and Mary Magdalene comes from this
Eternal Vibration of our Love echoing continuously through all dimensions of the Cosmos as the 
Music of the Spheres calculate this experience of Love of all creation in all of its forms that have 
been experienced by Yeshuwa and Mary.

In this dialog, Yeshuwa ben Joseph (Jesus Christ) remembers 
and describes his original OM teachings that Mary Magdalene 
and Yeshuwa knew and taught all over the universes. I am Mary 
Magdalene. I use this same understanding that I have always had
together with Yeshuwa to create the Frequencies of the Sun 
Music, Holographic Music, Music of the Spheres Music and all 
that is related to the Divine Frequency of all creation.

All of this Music may be heard and experienced at Crystal Magic 
Orchestra.com.

http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/home

In our original teachings of the OM- the Sound of the Sun, we 
used the algorithms of our Father's Divine Plan to show the 
scientific certainty of a Divine Creation that was made through 
the creation substance of the Pre Plasma Light and Sound 

http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/home


Consciousness that we called OM. We used this anti particle 
substance as the essence of all creation.

I placed these Frequencies of OM inside of the Ascension 
Portals. The Cosmic Sun's Frequencies contains all that is known
by Mother Father God through this perfect template of Light and 
Sound Frequencies.

I told Elaika and Yeshuwa that I INTENDED that these Portals 
would open to the God World and allow the most perfect angelic 
kingdom to flow through as the image of God reflected perfectly 
in all ways on Earth and because this is the reason for the 
Portals that they are open NOW, and I continued to believe this is
true.

Yeshuwa told me that I was correct. My Love, Joy, remembering 
and my Intention did open all of the portals.
MY TEAM SUPPORTS MY WORK

I am always working with a team. I am not doing this myself. 
However, I am the one who is doing this in the Fourth Dimension. 
I must create this reality and create the intentions and allow 
their frequencies and consciousness to intertwine into mine 
continuously. I am the one who stands on Earth holding this 
Energy. Elaika, Yeshuwa and the Angels work to SUPPORT ME. I 
am actually the one who must Create, Re Open and give 
Permission to use the Portals. The rest of the Team continuously 
SUPPORTS MY ENERGY and MY WORK. It is not the other way 
around, as most Angel Channelers would have you believe.

Now, that the twelve portals are open, the other parts of the 
project can begin, including giving permission to use the Portals, 
the Star ships landing, and then opening the 12 Stargates and 
activating the 12 Skulls. These process may take several months
or a few years. We do not know yet.

FIRST, My Grand new Mission, which is also my REWARD from the
Greatest of Realms is to be the one who gives permission to use 



my Portals. I will welcome those to use my Portals, I will meet 
and greet those from the God Realm who have passed inspection 
by my Great Body Guard, who will protect me and my Portals 
from those who are deceivers.

We have opened the Portals. That was the first step. Now, there 
is much RESPONSIBILITY to be taken. I will be inviting millions of
Angels and Higher Dimensional Beings to use the Portals. They 
will be flying through the portals in their Spaceships. There will 
be millions of them. This Mission of meeting each and every 
Being who enters into my Ascension Portals could take several 
months. They will be flying in their space ships one at a time.

I first reported to Yeshuwa that I had been practicing a new 
method of opening the Portals that I call remaining in the Bliss 
and Joy of remembering our Love Affair together. I told him that I 
had written many love songs about us many years ago and that I 
spent the past two weeks listening to them because they make 
me so very happy. I knew that I needed to raise my frequencies 
into this state of Joy to bring the Kingdom of Heaven to Earth 
through the Portals.

So, we do need JOY RIGHT NOW. Just make sure the Joy is 
coming from within. Tune in to MOTHER FATHER GOD and FEEL 
the Ascension Portals Connecting you from within and Feel the 
Ascension Portals bringing Omnipresent Consciousness to 
Saturate all who are on Mother Earth.

I also told him that I INTENDED that these Portals would open to 
the God World and allow the most perfect angelic kingdom to 
flow through as the image of God reflected perfectly in all ways 
on Earth and because this is the reason for the Portals that they 
are open NOW, and I continued to believe this is true.

Yeshuwa told me that I was correct. My Love, Joy, remembering 
and my Intention did open all of the portals except for the last 
one and that the last one will open in a day or two because it is 
also partially opened. The last one opened on October 2, 2016.



MY DECISION TO SHIFT INTO COSMIC ALIGNMENT

I was the one who decided to accelerate the activation of the 
Portals by moving the Project into the Cosmic Realm. That was 
my decision. I asked Elaika to make this re arrangement of 
Energy Plan known to the Team. He checked to see if it was o.k. 
and he made this shift in energetic programming known to my 
Team. I am the one who did these things. My team always agrees
with me and Supports my decisions. I am always working with a 
team. I am not doing this myself. However, I am the one who is 
doing this in the Fourth Dimension. I must create this reality and 
create the intentions and allow their frequencies and 
consciousness to intertwine into mine continuously.

We come directly from the Co Creative God World to Earth for 
missions like the one the Earth is going through now. There are a
total of 47 Co-Creators from the Cosmic God Realm at this time. 
Some of these are not actually here or actually born yet. Only 32 
of us are partially awake. Elijah and I are the only ones who have
risen so far, as of October, 2016.

 I was one of the first ones to wake up because my mission was 
crucial to the success of all other parts of the Ascension 
Mission. There are two of us who have Risen to our Knowing of 
our Mission, and only two who will be fully risen soon. I am one 
of the two.  I am the Female Christ on Earth who must always 
connect with the Male Christ who is also here with me. And 
Michael is also on our co-creation team. There are five angels 
who are always with me during the activations and a total of 27 
Angels who are always supporting me.

JESUS CHRIST (Yeshuwa ben Joseph) is here on Earth right now. 
He is always with me. He came to Earth at this time to over see 
this grand shift in reality and mostly to continuously be with me. 
I found out that the Angels on my Team are here in my house 
most of the time as well. Yeshuwa told me that I will be able to 
see him and talk with him at any time if I continue to dwell in this



new found Joy, because that is the Mary that he remembers.

This last dialog gave me a grand new understanding of what this 
transition in consciousness really is. Yeshuwa ben Joseph was 
the only one from the God World who has been able to come to 
Earth with his entire memory of the God World.

There are only 47 of us on Earth at this time who came here from
the God World. Some are still babies and some have not been 
born yet. There are 32 of us who have remembered so far. I was 
the first one to Fully Awaken and Rise to my Duty and Elaijah is 
second.

We will be able to remember the God world when we come to 
Earth in the future. Those who are Star Seeds on Earth will be 
able to remember their Over Soul Realm which is the Spiritual 
Kingdom when they come to Earth. There will be so much of a 
memory that the Kingdom of Heaven will eventually appear on 
Earth. That is what we are working on at this time. The 
Ascension Portals paves the pathway of remembering.

Most of what Yeshuwa has been telling me is how great of a 
shock it is on those of us who come directly from the God world 
to Earth because we know nothing about any of these strange 
things on Earth when we arrive. Our Consciousness is built 
completely within this glorious heaven that cannot even be 
imagined and then a few moments later we wake up here.

The same experience happens to those who come from the OVER
SOUL. This is a different level of Consciousness than the God 
World. The God World is in the Cosmos and the Over Soul World 
in is in the Universe.

All of the other people on Earth who are also here working on 
this Ascension Project of remembering, are here to pave a path 
of remembering the Universal Consciousness that was placed 
here originally by the Elohim and Sirian Guardian Races, who 
were Universal Consciousness. The Elohim and Sirian race lines 



were destroyed and the new replacement of that Consciousness 
comes through the Eiyani and Azurites and most recently the 
Healing Angels, El Yaha. This is not to be confused with the 
Yahyel, who are a hybrid creation at a fourth dimensional realm 
of the Human and Greys.

The project that I am here for is a God World Project and most 
others are working on the Universal Project. There are only 47 of
us on Earth from the Cosmic Co-Creation Realm in total. There 
are no other people on Earth who are on the Co-Creation Team. 
Among the 47, we are not even sure if all of these will ever 
awaken, and some who have awakened may not make it because
the pressure was unbearable. So far, there are only 32 who have 
partial awareness and two of us have complete awareness. That 
means only Elijah and Mary Magdalene have Fully Risen.

COSMIC TWIN FLAME STORY

I am Mary Magdalene. I came to Earth as a Cosmic Twin Flame. I 
found my twin when I was 26 years old. His name is Joe Barnett. 
My name is Angela Barnett. I am the Soul of Mary Magdalene. I 
am the only Mary Magdalene that Yeshuwa ben Joseph ever 
knew. There were those who were aspects of my Soul and 
aspects of his Soul. But, we are the Yeshuwa ben Joseph and 
Mary Magdalene who have been working on this project of 
Ascension with our Co-Creation Team for 950 billion years. We 
knew each other long before this project began.

I am Mary Magdalene. I am not some version of someone else s 
channeled version of what my Higher Self says through someone 
else's higher self.

I am Mary Magdalene in the Flesh on Earth now. I have been 
having channeled session with Yeshuwa ben Joseph, himself-- 
not via other entities. My dialogs with Yeshuwa are about all of 
our life times together beginning with the first breath of our 
creation in the God World.



It is easy to spot a channeler who is a fraud if the story about 
Mary Magdalene does not include who she really is and who 
Yeshuwa really is.

These stories live in my heart and in my Soul. These are the 
stories that I can not put into words. However I have put many of 
my stories into words. The times when we were together in the 
Cosmic Realm before we became Souls is a reality that can only 
be described through songs.

For those of you who would like to hear the real Yeshuwa ben 
Joseph describe his first meeting with me, as well as our time 
together with the Angels before we became co-creators, there 
are a collection of you tubes of dialogs between us.

There are other channelers out there who claim they are 
channeling dialogs of Mary and Yeshuwa. I know they are lies 
because I asked Yeshuwa if any of the things said between those
in the dialogs were true. His answer was you know these are 
frauds. You are the only Mary Magdalene. These people have 
nothing better to do with their lives than to pretend they are 
someone else.

I am the real Mary Magdalene on Earth right now. Please stop 
making up stories about me. If you want to know about reality 
just read my newsletters.

These are the stories of Mary Magdalene's memories of being 
with Jesus for trillions of years. The stories of being together in 
the First Creation of the God World and traveling to Earth to 
create the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. My story of living in the 
love of Jesus can never be known to any one more than it is to 
me because I was married to Jesus. I had his babies. I took trips 
back to our God world every night where we lived a totally 
different life than the one we were living on Earth.

We lived these lives on Earth to learn about the culture of the 



time and to help the people see a greater possibility of what life 
is. We continued to live in the Cosmic God World even while we 
lived on Earth. This is what I am doing again in this life time on 
Earth.

I am sharing these stories through my songs to help you feel how
great the love of Yeshuwa ben Joseph was for Mary Magdalene 
two thousand years ago, and how that is the same love that we 
feel now. I also feel the same love that we felt when we were 
originally created in the Kingdom of Light and Rainbows and we 
designed many co-creations of grand new realities together.

Every breath Yeshuwa has taken for trillions of years has been to
breathe the Love of his Father Mother God back into this 
Universe that was forced to forget how great our love is.

Yeshuwa and I have each lived many lives together and 
separately. We live our lives as characters in God's movie so that 
we can make the movie that our Mother Father God wants to be 
seen. We are designing every type of love in every way it can be 
formed for each and every culture to behold it in the way they 
most strongly desire.

When I came to this world to be known as Angela Barnett, I 
returned to learn the culture of this place and this time so that I 
could understand as much as possible for my Father Mother God 
to use in making the next movie better again. We do not just sit 
up in an Ivory Throne in Heaven watching down. We are always 
watching all who are on Earth from above and from this 
perspective that I am filming with my camera on Earth so that we
can create God's movie through a higher lens rate with more 
wisdom each time.

We are the co-creators of the movies that our Mother Father God 
desires to manifest. Yeshuwa told me the story of how he fell in 
love with me when I was Mary Magdalene. He fell in love with the
Frequency that I was. I was the same frequency that he was. 
That meant that we both came from the Cosmic Realm and we 



immediately recognized each other as the purpose for being on 
Earth.

We fell in love with each other every day because we could see 
all that God is in each others eyes. We never left our God world 
because we were the male and female Christ Consciousness re 
united while we were together. We were Soul Mates because we 
resonated with identical purpose of Being As Love. We could feel 
this Resonance of Love beaming between us. This is what a Soul 
Mate is.

When I found Joe in this life time, I found him the same way. I 
could feel that we had the same resonance. I could feel the same
kind love and musical vibration that I had felt with Jesus.

But this time, my Soul Mate was different. This time, I needed to 
separate my actual Soul of Mary Magdalene into two parts 
because the frequencies in my Soul were to high to enter into 
these outer domains of the Earth. We separated into two pieces, 
and came as a male and a female to Earth.

We did not resonate with each other at the highest possible level 
until after Joe died and had his lower fractal consciousness 
completely removed, and I placed my Soul inside of him and then 
he was reborn into a higher consciousness of our original Soul. 
So, you might say, we brought the entire Mary Magdalene back to
Earth.

When Jesus and Mary Magdalene were together, we did not need 
to come to Earth through a separation of Souls. We were each 
the entire self of the Male and Female Christ representing the 
Mother Father God aspects on Earth. We did not separate from 
our Higher Self at that time. There was not a Soul that needed to 
be created to leave the God World because we remained in the 
God world even as we traveled in bi location, orbing and astral 
projection to Earth. However, we did go through all Earthly 
experiences because that was our mission. We came so that we 
could Experience the same pain, the same culture, the same 



marriage and birth as normal human beings.

COMPLETING MY ASCENSION PORTAL MISSION

The story of opening the Ascension Portals began in 2008 when 
the Cosmic Twins (Joe and Angela Barnett) were asked to move 
to Monterey, California to open an Ascension Portal. We were 
told that this location was where Mary's home originally was on 
Earth. We were told we were returning the Spirit of Mary to 
Earth.

During the process of opening the first portal, Elaika, Yeshuwa, 
and the Angel Team of Raphael, Uriel, Ariel, Michael, Gabriel and 
several others communicated with Joe, telling him that he was in
grave danger, or it might had been great danger.

Joe was told that he would need to listen very closely for step by 
step directions during the time we opened the portal because 
three demons were trying to possess his body.

As we were opening the portals, the possession did take place, 
and that was when Elaika stepped forward and spoke. He told me
that thousands of Angels had tried to bring Joe back to his body, 
but they couldn't do it. He told me that I was the only one who 
could bring him back. That was when he told me that I was Mary, 
and I needed to place my Soul in Joe in order to bring him back.

All of these stories leading to the most current events may be 
read in my last two books, Remembering Who we Are from 
Cosmic Mary and 12 DNA Music of the Spheres Ascension 
Training with Keys to the Universe. For new comers who want to 
learn a great deal about what I am doing right now and the 
events that led to this time, I recommend starting with those 
books.



More recently I learned that we were successful in opening the 
First Ascension Portal, and that location was the same place that
the Cosmic Twins returned to Earth during the second seeding 
400 million years ago when I was a Mermaid and Joe was a 
Dolphin. This is the time and place where all of the True Legends
about Mermaids and Dolphins come from. this was the original 
seeding of the Christic Consciousness of the original human race
line was returned to Earth. It was a magical time that we 
remember as very musical, magical and colorful. Most of the 
songs that I write come from me channeling the Mary who was a 
Mermaid at that time.

At this time in history, there is a race line called the Clairs who 
live in the same deep underwater caverns where I lived. However,
the Clairs are not from the Original Race Line, they are hybrids 
and aliens. They are also Mermaids and Dolphins who came from 
totally different locations than those of us in the Second 
Seeding. Our Race line was called the Seres Konchan, and Joe 
and I came from the Suns Ha and La, which were the Violet Suns.

We went to Monterey to bring the Violet Suns back into Earth's 
Consciousness. That is how we opened the first portal.

More recently I learned that I had opened four more portals along
the Pacific Coast Line after the one in Monterey. A few months 
ago, Elaika (my Spirit Guide) told me that we stopped the big 
Earth quake that would had been 9.2 in San Diego with those 
Portals. Just a few days ago Yeshuwa told me that those portals 
have prevented three more Earthquakes since then.

This is what these Portholes do. They shift the tectonic plates 
around under the ocean floor into places that allow the portholes
to open more Energy into Mother Gaia. When all of the Portholes 
are opened Mother Gaia will be able to start preventing the 
Earthquakes by herself. We are just helping her along at this 



time.

As of the last day of August, the Central Portal has been opened. 
That Portal was the BIG ONE. That is the portal that will allow 
Gaia to become Cosmic because the Universe will connect from 
all directions through that one.

Now, that leads us to our big shift in Consciousness that took 
place September 7th, the day we shifted into Fourth Dimensional 
Consciousness, which is also our shift into Multi dimensional 
Consciousness. Some of us prefer to call in Fifth Dimensional. 
But since Yeshuwa wants to call in Fourth, I will call it Fourth.

The reason that the Big Central Portal needed to be opened 
before this shift could happen was because we had to at least 
have this much consciousness or Frequencies activated within 
Mother Earth before the Shift into alignment with Harmonic 
Universe Two could take place.

This is the reason that I was so nervous about not completing 
the Central Portal in time for the shift. It was opened one week 
before the shift. When we say shift, this doesn't mean the shift is 
finished.

Each time I open another portal there will be more shifting. I was
to have all 12 portals opened by November 15. I actually 
completed the Ascension Portals on October 2, and then I was 
required to give them a Consciousness of their own by November 
15.

This brings us up into the most important news of all in the 
history of mankind. This project was begun by myself, Mary 
Magdalene and Yeshuwa ben Joseph and our Angelic Team 950 
billion years ago. So, this is a very big time for me.

Now I know that I am Mary Magdalene, in the Flesh, on Earth, 



Now, because I had to be here to re open MY PORTALS. Elaika 
told me that only I can give permission to use the Portals and the
rest of the team will Maintain the Portals for eternity.

This is why I asked the following questions to Yeshuwa ben 
Joseph (I still prefer to call him Jesus, because I have called him 
Jesus for sixty years. I don't think of him as my husband from 
two thousand years ago, who was Yeshuwa ben Joseph. I love 
him still as my husband and as my co-creative partner whom I 
have been with for Trillions of years, and now I love him as my 
Teacher because he is helping me remember who I am.

So far I know that the Portals are the Frequency Chambers that 
needed to be saturated with so much Consciousness of the 
Angelic Realm, including all that I AM as the Queen of the 
Universe. If you have seen the diagram of the merkaba within the
merkaba, within the merkaba, within the merkaba, and you see 
the person standing in the middle of the Spheres created by the 
Merkabas of Energy, that would be me, Mary Magdalene 
standing, in the Flesh on the Earth, while all of her 
Consciousness that expands through all of those other layers of 
Spheres, up into the Cosmic sphere, is all Mary Consciousness. 
This was the amount of Consciousness Energy that needed to 
stream back through my body on Earth, in the Flesh in order to 
open these Portals.

This was the Grand Opening of all of my Consciousness flowing 
back into me as well. This is part of the reason that I am doing 
this. It is of course, because Mother Father God is directing the 
entire project. But, the Queen of the Universe needed to be 
standing on the Earth, while the King of the Universe, Jesus, is 
Standing in the Cosmos, high above me and streaming together 
all of the Male and Female Christ Consciousness into the Portals 
with the Angelic Assistance of our Team and my closest team 



member, Elaika, who is always the first one present in 
connecting my energy into his so that he can work as my 
generator and amplifier of energy.

The Stories of the Cosmic Twins are told in great detail in 
Cosmic Twins Diary, 12 DNA Music of the Spheres Ascension 
Program from the Cosmic Twins Diary and in Remembering Who 
we are from Cosmic Mary. More details of the lives of the Cosmic
Twins are told in the Matrix of Illusions and in the Quantum 
Journey Books 1-7. These details of our experience have been 
kept over the past thirty years so those who awaken to 
understanding who we are in the near future will have access to 
this information when we leave the Earth and return as the Gods 
walking on Earth in 2047.

THE STAR GATES AND THE SKULLS

The activation of the Star Gates and Skulls requires the Portals 
to be in place and the Star ships to arrive FIRST. This is the 
reason why I am asking Jesus so many questions about the Star 
gates and the Skulls.

My question was, since I am the Energy of the Portals, and my 
Consciousness will always be in the Portals, and since I am the 
permission giver for using the Portals, I'm wanting to know if my 
next mission will be involved with connecting, activating and 
using the Star gates and Skulls.

Personally, I don't believe anything that has ever been said or 
written about Skulls. I have always assumed that something that 
important would not be possessed by a mortal.

The answer that I got from Yeshuwa confirmed that is true. 
However, there is much ambiguity in his answer, because the 
answer should not be known. What I see in his answer is he is 
saying the four skulls that belong to people of the planet MEANS 



is each star gate and each skull relates to one of the 12 stars, 
and four of those stars are Earth in the Aquafarian sense of Earth
as she was 400 million years ago. When Yeshuwa said people 
possess these skulls, these people could be on space ships in 
our skies. There are many third and fourth dimensional beings in 
space ships, there are many fourth and fifth dimensional beings 
in Inner Earth, and the meaning of Earth and the four sets of 
stars could also mean the people on Milo, Vesta, our Inner Sun, 
our Outer Sun. I think there could be a possibility of many 
meanings to everything that was said.

This is why I call my teachings the Cosmic Mystery School of the
Omniverse. We are all here on this multi dimensional plane of 
learning now. These 12 portals just opened us into 12 stargates 
of inter dimensional beings from 12 Universes and all of those 
who are related to them.

BUT, REMEMBER, these are the star systems that existed in the 
ORIGINAL GOD WORLD.

Yeshuwa made this very clear in this recording.

Now, we know that the SKULLS are the remote control devices 
for opening and closing star gates that will give PERMISSION for 
those to enter in.

MARY MAGDALENE is the only one who has permission to use 
the Portals. And yet, the 12 who own the skulls are the gate 
keepers.

This is why I am asking these questions. I want to have all of this
criteria considered before they give me my next mission.

I also used to think that I was the gate keeper since I was the 
only one with Permission, so there is still much for me to learn as
I finish this project and obtain my instructions for my next 



mission.

I typed up some of the conversations from the past channeled 
session with Yeshuwa ben Joseph, so that each of you can make 
your own decisions about what it all means.

YESHUWA IS SPEAKING

The twelve stargates will relate to the 12 skulls and the center 
skull will be the controller. But it is out in a concentric circle 
almost. How this works. Many different things are effected by 
these Portholes. The stargates are effected. The different alien 
groups that were originally part of setting the star gates will be 
effected.

These people that are these skulls, that hold the energy, or the 
energy to fulfill the technology are there and the center skull 
which will be the controller, which means it will activate – it can 
turn at will to activate each of the stargates whenever they are 
needed.

The Skulls are the controllers of the gates also. You can control 
the gates from each gate of course. But if you need someone to 
control the gates from a different area, the skulls will be their 
power source for an outside control because it is necessary for 
the gates to be controlled from outside the realm of the actual 
gate because there will be times in the future when someone will
be controlling the different gates and allowing people to come 
and go.

Where are the people outside of the gates?

You must wait for first contact to see these particular people.



Most of the skulls are not on the planet at this time. They have 
been taken, and replaced by artificial skulls.

THEY ARE TOO DANGEROUS FOR HUMANS TO HAVE IN THEIR 
POSESSION.

There are about four still on the planet.

Probably not the ones that people say they have a skull are 
probably not the real ones. 

You are right.

There are a few that are still there, but with out the others they 
are useless.

They do not need to take those last four skulls until it is time for 
that circle to be made, and for that part of technology to be 
added. So, it is all right.

So are there a group of people on Earth who are in charge of 
these skulls?

No, Each skull is owned by an individual.

Many have artificial skulls that they believe are the real ones, but
if they were taken to be examined it would be found that they are
not real.

The Scientists on your planet are aware of the skulls, and are 
aware of where they SHOULD BE because they figured that out 
several years ago.

But they have not found them all. At least that is what they think.

They have all been found except for the CENTER Skull has not 
been uncovered. It is being protected and no one will find it at 



this time.

Can you tell me where these skulls are that are known by the 
scientists?

Yes, they are all over the planet.

There are actually 12 major stargates that correlate to the 12 
major skulls.

Where there is a star gate there is a Skull.

So the skulls are where I am creating the Portholes?

Not necessarily.

Those portholes are activating energy for the Stargates, but they
are not near the star gate.

They are strong enough to activate the Stargates from a great 
distance.

But, those areas that have a star gate will have a skull near by.

But now some of them have been taken. The ones that have been
taken are already off planet and they know where they correlate 
with.

There are 12 different locations for the star gates and they are 
all over the planet. There are 52 smaller star gates that are 
single star gates which means only one person may use them. 
But the larger stargates may be for up to ten people at a time.

There is much to learn about the star gates and you will learn it 
soon.

So the Skulls and the Stargates go together, and one cannot 
work without the other.

Correct. Actually, yes, they can work individually of each other 



because there are controls inside of the stargates, however, the 
skull that is working with that star gate is an outside control.

Do you understand? That is what I'm talking about. There will be 
another control area for the star gate outside of the inner 
controls. Sort of like, an automatic car starter that can start the 
car from a distance.

Can you tell me where the skulls are that the scientists know of?

There are four in the possession of humans. They knew who they
were originally. But now they are trying to find the stargates that 
correlate with them because they are not visible to the human 
eye.

They must be uncovered with technology. They must be 
uncovered with certain vibrational efforts to be able to be seen 
because they are hidden with a force field or something that you 
cannot see between. You can walk through it but you can not see
through it.

Most of these star gates are below the surface of the Earth, at 
least ten or twelve feet, but because of time and how it has 
covered them over with sand and things of this nature, but they 
will be able to find them eventually because they know 
approximately where they are.

It is hard to detect this force field because it was not made to be
detectable by your particular technology. At least not at this 
point.

They have uncovered one in Saudi Arabia. Scientists know where
it is. There is war and fighting all around it. So, they have not 
been able to excavate it. It was found accidentally. They know 
where that one exists. It is in Saudi Arabia. I do not know Earthly
co ordinates. But I can tell you it is pretty much in the center of 



the country.

The cause of the war is many centuries old. Believing only that 
their point of view is correct. They are a very stubborn group. 
Some of them are Shiites, some of them are Islam, some of them 
are Jewish. You must understand that the twelve tribes have all 
divided.

These are the twelve tribes of Israel who divided. They will not 
sit down and even listen to one another. They are taught from an 
early age that they are the only ones who are correct, and so 
they will fight for what they believe and it is futile, and they will 
not stop until God returns.

Mary: So I am connected to the energy of the Portholes, that 
connects to the Star gates. So, does that mean that I am 
connected to the Skulls?

Jesus: I am not sure if the people that you are working with, the 
angels and all of those around you will feel it important for you to
connect to them at this time. Perhaps when your job is finished, 
they will allow you to see that information.

You are special among women. It does not matter who 
recognizes it at this time. You are the Queen, one of the Queens 
of the universe. So, it doesn't matter what humans think. What 
you are doing is wonderful and you are helping this species move 
forward in their thought process and that is what you should 
think about and don't worry about what your identity. We all know
who you are and we all love you greatly. And a depression from 
you is so unusual. You are usually a very happy person. When you
come to spirit you are joyful and happy and we are so much 
appreciating who you are.

When you enter a room you can light up a room. Isn't that right 
Joe? Yes. Joe giggles.



You came from a creation point of view. You were created along 
with the Angels back then very early.

You see time never began. There has never been a beginning and 
never been an end but toward a time a time memorable 
beginnings that is when you were, billions or maybe trillions of 
years. 

Mary: I only remember beginning this project about 950 billion 
years ago. So I am trillions of years older than that.

Jesus: There have been many things put in motion that go for 
many billions of years.

The Angels were created to help god, they were created and 
have not changed. But they choose to stay in the Angelic realm. 

What is the difference between you and I and the Angels? The 
Angels stay in the God World and we can come and go from the 
God World to go experience the Universe. There are Angels that 
go out to have children and have more children to experience the
universe.

We co create these children and these experiences all over the 
Universe. We were the first of the creation team from the first 
idea of God.

This is what is being returned to Earth. This grand 
consciousness that we had in the God World. This Angelic realm 
of reality is being returned to Earth as a result of opening these 
Portals, and that is why I came to Earth.

MARY ASKS JESUS TO HELP HER GET A RIDE ON A SPACE SHIP

Mary: I thought there was some kind of a rule that said we could 
not get on their space ships.



Jesus: There is in some ways, but it is a very complex way to 
look at things. There are those who follow the rules, but if you 
wanted to ride on a space ship there are those who do not follow 
the rules and they would take you on a ride if they thought it 
would be useful and purposeful.

Mary: Could you arrange that for me?

Jesus: I could but I will not, because that is not what I should do.

Mary: So, it must be them, personally deciding to invite me.

Jesus: They have free will I can not change that.

Mary: Does any body out there like me out there like me that 
much?

Mary: There are many who like you very much.

Mary: So who might give me a ride on their space ship.

Jesus: I will find out, and I will let them contact you.

SHIFTING INTO HARMONIC UNIVERSE TWO

This shift that occurred on September 7, 2016 was the harmonic 
shift that has been prophesied and awaited for thousands of 
years. This shift is a Harmonic Shift because it has required the 
Sun's Positron Energy to remove a Veil that locked us into the 
Hertzian Frequency of Reality.

That Hertzian Frequency is just one tiny little aspect of the Sun's
OM or the Full Spectrum of Light and Sound of the Cosmic Sun. 
Those who focus on the Hertzian Frequencies are focusing on the
old third dimensional consciousness which uses Seeing, Hearing,
Touching, Smelling as their reference points of reality.

The Hertzian range of hearing and seeing is the Audible and 



Visible Realm of Reality. We have moved being this Third 
Dimension Possibility into the Fourth Dimension Possibility and 
even the Fifth Dimensional Possibility of Light and Sound 
Frequencies.

We do not need to remain limited to the aspects of the Audible 
and Visible realities. The Positron Energy of the Sun itself has 
broken through this Veil and is allowing us to see the things we 
could not see before.

However, this reality only exists for those who use the Full 
Spectrum of Light and Sound of the Sun itself in order to shift 
into the vision of those things that were invisible before. By using
the techniques that I have provided on my website, Crystal Magic
Orchestra. Com, we can move consciousness into the Infra Red 
spectrum of reality and the Invisible Light Reality and the Plasma
Reality where we begin to Levitate.

The Shift into Harmonic Universe Two is a shift that some call 
the Fifth Dimension because it allows us to see Multi 
Dimensionality. Fifth Dimension has many different meanings to 
many different people. My definition is the Multi Dimensionality 
of the Entire Self in all Dimensions. 

This is my experience. I am here in this third or fourth 
dimensional illusion and yet I am using all Five Spheres of the 
Music of the Spheres reality of the Cosmic Consciousness which 
is the complete Higher Self Version of Mary Magdalene to Open 
the Portals and give Permission to those who are Worthy to use 
them. I must remain in my Multi Dimensional Reality of who I am 
continuously. This is the meaning of Fully Risen.

I am a Co-Creator. I came to Earth directly from the God Realm. 
We were created with the Angels to become God's management 
team. We do things like creating Portals, re opening portals, 
inviting angels in. We have been working on this project for 
billions of years.



We shifted into Harmonic Universe two on September 7, 2016. I 
had already opened the 8th Portal, which was the Huge Central 
Portal, before the Shift. I have already completed two more 
portals with my Mary Magdalene Team since then. These twelve 
Ascension Portals are the KEY TO OUR ASCENSION.

I completed my mission, as Mary Magdalene together with 
Yeshuwa ben Joseph, Elaika, Uriel, Ariel, Gabriel, Raphael and 
Michael on October 1st.

After I completed my mission I was given my new mission, which 
is inviting and greeting each and every Angel and High 
Dimensional Being who will enter into the Central Portal. There 
will be millions of these Entities to invite and greet at the Portals
entry. As they travel into and through the Earth, they will be 
raising the Consciousness of all on Earth.

I have now begun to give Permission to those in the Highest 
Realms to use my Portals. These are all examples of being Multi 
Dimensional and bringing Eternal Life to our Gaia and all who are
correctly attached to her.

Even though we have shifted into Harmonic Universe Two-- the 
Fourth Density, the area of Consciousness that will allow us to 
have more of a multi dimensional view of reality than we have 
had when our mind was stayed on the Five Sense reality of the 
third dimension, it is an Individual Choice to remain in that Multi 
Dimensionality which has allowed me to become Fully Risen.

The reason many have decided to call this the Fourth Density is 
because there will be many on Earth who will continue to believe
that the only Reality is the one they can see, touch, hear and feel
and the one that they have scientific evidence of. And at the 
same time there will be a flow of more and more people learning 
to see the first spectrum of light beyond the hertzian, more 
moving into the Infra Red Version of Reality and then some 



moving into the Ultra Violet Blue Version of Reality and some 
moving into the Plasma. And then there will be those who study 
with me to learn the Correct Meaning and use of the OM of the 
Sun in its Completeness who will move into the Bliss of being 
Risen beyond this Plane forever.

There will be many who hold on for dear life to those HERTZIAN 
FREQUENCIES that they will pretend have a mission and a power 
that is both healing and multi dimensional in itself, when nothing 
could be further from the truth.

Moving into the higher spectrums of the fourth dimension within 
this NEW OCTAVE of reality can be anything that you want it to 
be. You can just continue on in your old third dimensional 
illusions of reality. You can choose to go back and forth between 
seeing the larger spectrum of light and reality and then returning
to the old illusions. Or, you can move completely into the Full 
Spectrum of Light and Sound of the Consciousness of the Angels,
where I choose to live all of the time.

The term Ascension explains that Consciousness does not end 
with the term called Death. Consciousness is a realm of creation 
that never ends.

Science does not understand the reality from which the human 
body is formed. Science only understands the reality that it can 
see from the confines of the three dimensional mind. 

Consciousness, creation and intelligence pee-date the 
manufacture of the body. The body is manufactured through the 
process of Consciousness being placed into a form. A form is a 
morphogenetic field or wave of consciousness that is formed into
a body or any observable form.

Ascension requires the beginning or realizing that we are 
Consciousness and what this Consciousness is. The waves of 
Consciousness that create the Morphogenetic fields of reality 



actually originate from the Cosmic Sun of creation. The light and 
sound waves of frequency signatures stream and weave 
themselves into the Universe and then adapt themselves into 
various forms depending upon which dimensional template of 
this form that they appear on.

The body is simply a form of this Consciousness placed into this 
human body. These same waves of Consciousness that originate 
form the light and the Sound of the Sun to be born through the 
Love which continuously spins in the clock wise motion to create
the music of the spheres sending a new symphony of creation 
through every breath of Mary Magdalene are weaving the entire 
Cosmic Consciousness of our Original Creation into the 
Ascension Portals through this POWERFUL SOURCE of Light and 
Sound that actually Cut through any form of substance that 
stands before it. This Powerful Source of Light and Sound is the 
Consciousness of God being connected into the Ascension 
Portals through a Continuous Eternal At Onement with the Full 
Cosmic Mother or Cosmic Sun of light and Sound, who is the 
creator of all forms of Consciousness through this Light and 
Sound phenomena called the POSITRON.

We have never had a Positron on Earth before except as a 
scientific experiment creating this phenomena in a science lab. 
The Positron is a Spectrum of Light that is being emitted by the 
Sun because it CAN. This is the first time this new Physics that is
being created around and through our Earth can be created 
because it is the first time that the Sun has become Still enough 
that our Cosmic Scientists can create all of this Universal, 
Galactic and Cosmic activity to be streaming through the 
Consciousness of our Sun.

Our Sun has become ONE with all of the other Suns of our 
Cosmos. The Positron is the reality created by Physics that 



makes all light and all realms of the light spectrum purely 
ETHERIC so that they can all penetrate each other and BECOME 
like one new Light Bulb of Consciousness.

Now, we will begin with a new science of multi dimensionality 
and begin the process of learning to observe our dimensional 
realities through a new lens of higher and higher spectrums of 
light.

We have been living in the hologram of a belief system created 
by Science itself that limits reality to that which could be seen in
the hertzian light spectrum. This spectrum of reality limits the 
human body to one small spectrum of light and the reality that it 
presents through the five senses in the body.

We are ascending into the understanding of the Second 
Harmonic Universe which we shifted into on September 7, 2016.

We are ascending into a new spectrum of light that should at 
least contain the infra red spectrum of reality just as a result of 
the shift in physics that is allowing the Positrons to be projected 
on to Earth from the Sun.

We can ascend into our full spectrum of light and sound which is 
the Cosmic Sun simply by moving into higher and higher realms 
of light. We can move our brains into these realms of light. We 
can move into the part of the brain that connects the observer of
reality into the ultra violet blue spectrum of Consciousness.

We have always been able to do these things. However, there are 
only a few on Earth who took the time out to learn how to do 
these things. It will become a little more difficult to avoid the 
possibility of seeing into the realm of the infra red, x ray light 
and ultra violet blue because we are shifting into an angle of 
reality that places us inside of the SUN. Well, at least inside of 
the Consciousness of the Sun.



The concept of Ascension is not just a Spiritual Concept that is 
only talked about on Sundays during the church service. It is an 
actual reality in Physics. It is a multi dimensional view of what 
has been observed as third dimensional.

In order for this Shift in Consciousness to take place this 
enormous spectrum of reality needed to be returned to Earth. 
This Consciousness of the Mind of God containing the full light 
spectrum of all of the particles and anti particles of light needed 
to be re collected from the Cosmic Realm of Perfect Form. The 
original Consciousness, the original Consciousness of the 
Angels, which is the Consciousness of Mother Father God needed
to be returned to Earth as Light and Sound itself.

I am Mary Magdalene. I came to Earth from that Cosmic Realm of
Perfect Form. I came to Earth to Breath that Glorious 
Consciousness of the Full Spectrum of Light and Sound back into
our Mother Gaia. 

We are all the creation of this Light and Sound phenomena of 
Consciousness that spins to Earth through these Ascension 
Portals to re unite the Full spectrum of light and sound of all of 
the Music of the Spheres singing together in the most 
harmonious symphonies that we can create together.

This is the reason that many of you have been listening to my 
recordings that are made of my breath. My breath carries my 
consciousness within it. My consciousness of Mary Magdalene is
always connected with this Glorious Consciousness of the Full 
Spectrum of Light and Sound. That is the reason why many of 
you who are waking up can hear a very huge difference between 
the music that I create and the other music that is being used on 
Earth for healing purposes at this time.

The music that is called Solfege and is being created as 
individual hertzian frequencies that people are giving names to 



are only creation of the same hertzian range of reality that 
everything else on Planet Earth has been locked in to in order to 
prevent us from re connecting to our full spectrum of light and 
sound frequencies.

Some people have attached healing modalities to these specific 
hertzian forms of reality.

I personally do not agree with any of these conjectures because 
I know that it is the entire sound spectrum of light and sound 
within the Cosmic realm itself that must be breathed into the 
body in order to create ascension into a higher form of 
consciousness which replicates itself into lower densities of 
reality.

There were scientists who did see this reality including B ohm 
and Tesla. They both realized that the use of light and sound 
would need to be lifted beyond the hertzian into the infinite 
spectrum of light and sound in order to achieve a broader range 
of energy flow.

People do get healed by listening to some of these recordings 
that people are calling hertzian frequencies. But, the reason they
get healed is because they BELIEVE that the frequency contains 
this power of healing. And when they believe that is true, they 
actually create a connection to the true Cosmic Morphogenetic 
Reality Field of Consciousness that holds that one tiny speck of 
light within it.

 It is the accidental connection to this full Cosmic Consciousness
that creates the healing. It has nothing to do with the actual tone
that has been recording. So, most of that healing phenomena 
that has become a million dollar industry within itself is just the 
result of more brain washing by the same scientists and doctors 
that brain washed the people of this planet to believe the 
medical science that healed them last time around.



Now, back to reality.

Ascension means raising Consciousness into the Understanding 
that all is created from Consciousness and that Consciousness is
a Morphogenetic field of light and sound that flows through the 
universe in the form of spheres that are created by music so they
are called the music of the spheres. And that is the only music 
that heals. It heals because it fills the body with the original light
and sound of the Breath of our Father Mother God.

This is the reality that I came to Earth to return. I am Mary 
Magdalene. I have always carried that full spectrum of light and 
sound within me. This is the reason that I am here on Earth now 
opening the Ascension Portals.

The clock wise spinning that I am using together with my Angelic
team is streaming the Songs of Mary Magdalene that are always 
heard through out the Universe because I am one of the Queens 
of the Universe. This is the reason that I needed to be on Earth at
this time. It is the Frequency Signatures of the entire 
Consciousness of Mary Magdalene who was born Of the Breath 
of Light. That was my name when God created me. My Mother 
Father God always had a special purpose for me. I have always 
been the one who carries the Breath of Light through the Portals 
during these Ascension Procedures.

Cosmic Twins Discover who they are

After receiving a positive response about my story telling method
in my last audio recordings, I decided to continue telling my 
story of how the Cosmic Twin Flames discovered who they were.
This story of exactly what happened when we were directed to 
move to Monterey to open the First Ascension Portal, which is 
located where the Spirit of Mary Magdalene first came to Earth 
as a Mermaid. 



The details of how Joe was possessed by three demons, how he 
left his body, and how the two Souls re united into one Soul in 
order to create 2400 downloads each into the Elohim Grids each 
time we breathe.

The story gets a little more interesting when the details of who 
was actually in Joe's body after he left his body. Why were Elaika
and the Elohim Angels driving my car with Joe's body when he 
was actually light years away on a planet called Telepasaides. 
And why did Joe jump back into his body, rent an air plane and fly
back to Monterey and then blip out of his body again before he 
got off of the plane.

There are currently several you tubes with parts of this story 
within them.

Mary Magdalene Singing Mermaid

Mary's Spirit Guide, Elaika and Yeshuwa ben Joseph direct her in 
opening the 12 Ascension Portals

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFnEDapR2i1QUkMa_dyQZrg

In this you tube, Yeshuwa ben Joseph explains to Mary how the 
opening of these Portals will Save Mother Gaia by changing her 
Time Line. Gaia will not 

And who was playing his guitar and listening to the CD's in the 
car when Joe was in Telepasaides and the Elohim Angels, 
including Michael, Ariel, Uriel, and Gabriel were the only ones in 
his body?

The story becomes a little more interesting when I ad in more 
details that I have been given by Elaika and Yeshuwa over the 
past few months. I did not know that Joe was not in his body for 
that entire week that I was looking for him. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFnEDapR2i1QUkMa_dyQZrg


I will just keep telling my story until I discover the tone that will 
reach the largest audience.

I would like to ad a few important facts into this story that I did 
not record yet. Those facts are already on the recordings titled 
Saving Mother Gaia and the Ascension Portal Project.

Mother Gaia would not survive if these portals are not opened. 
These portals are aligning Mother Gaia into a new future reality. 
The old future reality would had destroyed her and created a 
miserable future for the rest of us.

All other humans on this Earth put out one to five units of 
consciousness into the grids when they do grid work. When the 
Cosmic Twins connect their consciousness into the grids, they 
put out a combined 4800 units of consciousness into the grids.

When the Cosmic Twins work together with Elaika and Yeshuwa 
and the other Elohim and Melchizedeks in Mary's family of 
Consciousness we generate 48 million units of consciousness. 
Elaika works like a generator for our Consciousness and also as 
an amplifier sending the Music of our Frequencies into the Grids 
so powerful that Portals re open to the Elohim Consciousness 
that was originally on Earth. There are many of Grid Workers on 
Earth doing this work of activating the Human Consciousness 
Grids. The Elohim Grids are in the subterranean level just under 
the Human Consciousness grids. When this powerful frequency is
being amplified through the grids by these Mary Magdalene 
Frequencies, the Elohim Christic Grids become so powerful that 
the Christic DNA becomes activated into the Human 
Consciousness grids.

When those of you listen to any of the music created by the 
Cosmic Twin Flames of the Mary Magdalene Soul Frequencies, 
you are also helping to send that powerful 5400 times the amount
of frequencies than any normal human.



That is why those of you who have had your Eternal Life Albums 
were directed to have them made. You are now participating in 
this amplifier that is turning on the Human DNA.

"You have gone through experiences with your husband that are 
death defying and miraculous. But in the concept of both you and
your husband together are vibrationally frequency is able to open
your self to experience these higher density beings as they share
with you. they have also worked with you internally so much and 
so frequently and so in depth that they control certain elements 
of the body structure which opens a desire to work with them 
and open a great deal of frequency to help them manipulate your 
energy, to help experience great experiences. That is why when 
you feel your husband is leaving the body in order to prevent 
death or in order to step away from that death.

The reason why it is able to be experienced is because both of 
your love for the concept and both of your love for the co-
creation. But also, they are able to go through the chakra 
systems to remove his astral body to working with his 
consciousness so that the creation that you are making together,
you reality and creation itself is very open and to allowing 
yourself to working with these entities. So, you have given them 
permission to work in your physical body and to help your 
manipulation of chakra energy and moving from one point to 
another. that is why you have had these experiences.

These entities are able to share those great experiences in many
different ways. Now that they have taken on the learning of this 
they are able to connect deeply to helping other planetary 
consciousness and in that day when you and your husband 
perceived this entity very strongly within your own awareness 
what this entity was showing you was that when you and your 
husband work within that grid exclusively that it imparts 
energetically connected due to the fact that your own collective 



consciousness Earth's race being in certain areas. That you and 
your husband are one of several groups of entities upon the 
planet who do the same function as you and your husband and 
have worked together energetically creating the ways to 
strengthen the main lines in this grid but also has repaired 
damaged portions of that grid as well.

If the Elohim, or a hybrid of this ORIGINAL RACE LINE, worked 
with an average human consciousness that is very loving, but not
well connected to the other Elohims, as they put the information 
into that being that being distributes through their chakra 
system..

The way that this works is they go into their own energy and 
release and share energy with that human and that human 
absorbs the information and energy into their DNA and then when
new energy comes in it goes into their root chakra and crown at 
the same time and then goes into their heart and after it goes 
into that heart chakra and then it goes up and down 
simultaneously, and the energy goes back into the Earth giving to
the Earth energy to create with bit it also goes out from their 
crown at the same time and as it goes out of the crown chakra of
that human it goes into the grid and then connects to every other
human giving them one seven billionth of an energy to each 
human individual in the collective Earth.

"When you and your husband do this same energy activation you 
place 4800 times that much energy into the grids to send to the 
seven billion on Earth."

 We do this every time we breathe. We do this through our music 
each time we create the music. We create a one on one 
connection of this energy through the Ascension Window Album.

When Joe died, he took three demonic racelines back to Source 
with him. those race lines can not return in any form except the 



pure essence of God energy.

When Joe died his consciousness was removed 100% was 
disconnected. The Higher Self of Mary Magdalene connected 
back into my SOUL and sent that Consciousness down into the 
Higher Self Fractal Consciousness to reconnect into Joe.

The result of this re connection of the Cosmic Twin Flame Souls 
into one Soul created this Huge Amount of 4800 units per breath 
when we breath together into the grids.

Mary Magdalene Singing Mermaid

Mary's Spirit Guide, Elaika and Yeshuwa ben Joseph direct her in 
opening the 12 Ascension Portals

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFnEDapR2i1QUkMa_dyQZrg

In this you tube, Yeshuwa ben Joseph explains to Mary how the 
opening of these Portals will Save Mother Gaia by changing her 
Time Line. Gaia will not survive if these portals are not opened in
time.

I am the Soul of Mary Magdalene- the one on Earth working most 
closely with the Male Christ to reveal the complete restructuring 
of the Earth's Consciousness after opening the 12 Ascension 
Portals.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCh6-GgEj5ZnhuF2NAYnQFkQ

Cosmic Mary

400 million years ago

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCh6-GgEj5ZnhuF2NAYnQFkQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFnEDapR2i1QUkMa_dyQZrg


https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCh6-GgEj5ZnhuF2NAYnQFkQ

 I was one of the first ones to wake up because my mission was 
crucial to the success of all other parts of the Ascension 
Mission. There are two of us who have Risen to our Knowing of 
our Mission, and only two who will be fully risen soon. I am one 
of the two.  I am the Female Christ on Earth who must always 
connect with the Male Christ who is also here with me

Next, for my new gift of Knowing something new about myself as
Mary Magdalene. Mary Magdalene's Greatest Love Story ever 
told. Yeshuwa told me our Love Story in detail.

The first time that I spoke with Yeshuwa he told me that we were
much more than friends. I didn't have time to ask him details 
about our life together until after we finished opening the portals.
But, now I have time to talk about our great love.

Recorded Channeled dialogs of Mary and Yeshuwa
are at http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/youtubes-to-watch

This is a review of what has taken place the last few months 
while Yeshuwa and I and our Angel Team have been opening the 
Ascension Portals. All of the dialogs have been recorded. Some 
of them are on my website and on youtubes. There are many of 
them that I have not been made available to the public. 

All of these conversations are channeled and recorded. I am 
Mary Magdalene, in the flesh, on Earth now. Yeshuwa is always 
with me and much more actively when we are opening the 
Portals. Now that we have finished opening the Portals, we will 
begin our next project together.

PROPHECY OF MOTHER GAIA- THE SAVIOR OF THE UNIVERSE

http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/youtubes-to-watch
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCh6-GgEj5ZnhuF2NAYnQFkQ


MOTHER GAIA REQUIRES THE RETURN OF HER ORIGINAL RACE 
LINE CONSCIOUSNESS

What he said about the PROPHECY of Mother Gaia is Breath 
Taking. Gaia will become the new HUB of the Universe, meaning 
all star ships will be able to land on Earth or pass through Earth 
to the other side of the Universe, and this will allow many Beings
to Ascend beyond where they are in the Universe at this time as 
they go through the Portals.

The Consciousness that will come to Earth through these Portals
will be that of very High Dimensional Beings and Angels. Only 
those of Pure Light will be permitted to use my Portals.

And what Jesus said about the SURVIVAL of Gaia depends on the
amount of work and dedication and time that I SPEND to 
guarantee the opening of the Portals in time.

After I learned of the significance of the Central Portal, I created 
a new album of frequencies for myself, and I left my home and 
business for two and a half days for TOTAL FOCUS. I will call this 
album TOTAL FOCUS because that is what it did for me.

I told Elaika and Jesus that I did not feel like I could be 
successful with this project unless I did it from a Cosmic Level. 
So, it will go down in the history of this Cosmic Omniverse, that 
it was I, Mary Magdalene who shifted this plan of Portal Creation 
to become Cosmic rather than Galactic.

Elaika informed me that this re calculation that I have desired, 
and there for been granted, will make the calculations of this 
Portal much more PRECISE.

I told Jesus and Elaika that I only want to create a Portal that 
originates from the Cosmos and from the Mother Father God 
Template of Perfect Creation. This is the new Male Female 
agreement in this grand Portal Creation.



MOTHER GAIA REQUIRES THE RETURN OF HER ORIGINAL RACE 
LINE CONSCIOUSNESS

Mother Gaia needs to become COMPLETED in order to survive. 
The opening of these Portals completes her Multi Dimensionally. 
The portals will allow Gaia to continue her life on a new time line
that will allow her to live three thousand more years. It is 
absolutely essential to have this CENTRAL Ascension Portal 
opened very soon to guarantee our Mother Gaia's shift into multi 
dimensionality. 

This will fulfill the Prophecy that says Mother Gaia will be the 
Savior of the Universe.

It is the responsibility of Mary Magdalene, who is here in the 
Flesh, with her feet on this planet to connect the third and fourth 
dimensional frequencies from her Soul into the entire Cosmic 
Spectrum of my Mary Magdalene Self together with my Team 
(Yeshuwa ben Joseph, Elaika, and the Angels) to make sure this 
Center Portal is COMPLETELY opened and all12 Portals are ready
for use by November.

There has been a great incorrect set of information created to 
mis inform people about the Portals and the need for their 
activation. There have been hundreds of people believing that 
the portals that needed to be activated were the on land portals 
that are symbolized by their mountains. The truth is those portals
were not the ones that were closed. There have been space 
ships coming and going from those portals continuously for 
hundreds of years.

The portals that individuals have been working on are the portals
or vortexes for themselves. Each individual needs to intersect 
their consciousness into the Grids of the Earth, the vortexes 
between the 12th dimensional crust and ten thousand feet above 
where the vortex in the sky exists. This is the requirement to 



plug in the individual consciousness into the Elohim Race line 
Consciousness, who were the creators of the Grids within the 
Earth's Crust.

There is another set of Grids and another set of Portals within 
Gaia. This set of Portals was closed because the original 
Oraphim Race line was damaged by invader racelines over the 
past eons and this Consciousness could not be returned into the 
Heart of Gaia until it was PURE.

The Ascension Portals that were locked are actually located in 
the Pacific Ocean, and only Yeshuwa ben Joseph, Mary 
Magdalene, together with Elaika, several angels, including 
Michael, Gabriel, Uriel and Aral together with the Seven Suns – 
the Sun of Pleiades, Sirius, Orion, Andromeda, Lyra Vega, 
Aryan,and Aramantena can re open them. We have always been 
the keepers of these Portals and we are the ones who have 
created Portals all through the Universe that have allowed these 
Portals to finally become obtainable.

The Main Ascension Portal, which is the only one that opens from
one side of the Planet and exits from the other side of the Planet 
is the only Portal that will allow entrance of the Angels and 
Starry Families from our Original Creation.

We have been working on the project of putting the pieces of this
Consciousness back together for billions of years within the 
Universe, and three sets of 250 million year periods for Gaia, 
herself.

The first attempt of the re seeding of Gaia ended 550 million 
years ago, the second seeding ended 250 million million years 
ago when the third seeding began.

There is a prophecy that is known through out the Universe that 



Gaia would one day become the Savior of the Universe. This was 
all a part of the plan that was included by placing the Starry 
Essence of the Location of Gaia in the Milky Way Galaxy. 

So, the way that we-- Mary Magdalene, Jesus, Elaika and our 
team have been returning this Consciousness back into Gaia is 
by bringing in the Consciousness of each of the 12 Suns into the 
Heart of Gaia.

In 2008, Mary Magdalene Jesus and Elaika brought the Fifth 
Dimensional Sun Alcyone Frequencies into the Heart of Gaia. We 
had planned on bringing in the sixth, seventh through twelfth 
Suns into Gaia by creating these Seven Portals at that time.

Unfortunately, my Twin Flame was Possessed by three demons 
while we were creating the First Portal. My Twin Flame is the 
one half of the Soul of Mary Magdalene and I am the other half. 
We were required to have our Soul return as One in order to have 
high enough frequencies to open these portals. Our Spirit Guide, 
Elaika informed us that this possession problem served a great 
purpose. When I placed my Soul in my Twin Flame in order to 
bring him back to life after transporting the demons back to 
Source, our Frequencies became 4800 times stronger than any 
other person on Earth.

We later learned that this was the requirement for opening this 
Central Portal that extends all of the way through the Earth to 
allow future space travel into the entire Cosmos.

So, the mission was placed on hold since 2008 because of the 
possession. Now, we are both clear again, so the Soul of Mary 
Magdalene can finish opening all of the Portals before November.
The huge shifts in Consciousness can not begin to take place in 
November without these Portals being opened.

By December 21st the Stargates will be able to stream their 
Consciousness into these Portals and this is what will create the 



Shift of the Earth into oneness with Harmonic Universe Two and 
into the new reality that contains the original Consciousness that
was created within the Star called Ajaho before she BLEW UP 
and got scattered all over the Milky Way.

The Plan of Gaia becoming the Savior of the Universe begins 
with this new consciousness that will remind us that we were 
originally ONE CONSCIOUSNESS that got blown up into twelve 
pieces and this pattern of twelve was repeated over and over in 
our history.

Now, we will have these dimensional levels of Consciousness 
returned to us because it will now be available on this planet. It 
has never been here before.

The good news is this. Jesus and Elaika believe in me. Jesus 
knows Mary Magdalene much better than I know myself. And 
they know that these portals can only be opened if I complete my
mission that I came to Earth to perform- allowing my third 
dimensional template to connect with my Higher Self and Rise 
into Oneness with all that I am. The Portals required me to be 
standing on the Earth while opening them because there is a 
Universal law that says the Portals can only be opened by a 
member of the race line who is one the Planet.

As I originally wrote about these Portals had said that there were
Seven more Portals to open. After I wrote that information from 
Elaika, Jesus told me that I had actually only COMPLETELY 
OPENED ONE Portal-- that was the Monterey Portal. Jesus said 
that Elaika was correct that I had opened five portals, but I had 
not COMPLETELY OPENED them because of the Possession and 
Accident that happened in relationship with that event. However, 
they were completely opened only a few days later because my 
Consciousness had reconnected with Yeshuwa that week.

By August 12 two Portals were Completely Opened at the South 



End of the Pacific Ocean and I was working on the Central Portal 
as the Third One. It is located at the Center of the Pacific Ocean. 
Between 2008 and 2015 five more were opened along the Coast.

During August I had been working 20 hours a day, and night 
opening the Big One in the Center of the Pacific Ocean. We 
finished that one on the last day of August, which was seven 
days before our Shift into the Fourth Dimension on September 
7th. I had always felt that it was important for this Portal to open 
before the Shift.

My team originally thought it would take me until November 15 to
complete the Portals, but I was finished on October 2 which 
gives me a full month of establishing the Consciousness of the 
Cosmic Sun within the Portals so that they will take on a Life of 
their own.

 I have felt really strong powerful flows of energy streaming from 
one end to the other of this huge portal. It is mostly open now – 
not completely. I took a two day vacation from my home and 
business for pure focus time, and the work I did was extremely 
powerful. I am not worried about this project at all any more.

Elaika and Jesus warned me several times that my focus was not
clear and I am side tracked most of the time. I was required to be
free to do this work with full Focus, Commitment and Intention or
the portals would not open in time, and Gaia would not Survive. 
This is why I left my home and my computer to have ultimate 
focus for twenty hours a day during those months. I also created 
a new set of Frequencies that I listen to during that time that 
allow extreme Focus. 



THE CENTRAL PORTAL

We created Five Portals along the Coast of the Pacific Ocean 
first and then Two more at the South of the Ocean and then there
was the Most Important Portal which is the HUGE PORTAL in the 
CENTER of the Ocean. This is the most important Portal. This 
Portal is the Deepest and the Biggest of all Portals.

This Portal is the one that all of the Angels and Starry Beings 
from the Highest Realms of the Universe will be using. The other 
Portals will be used by others.

My first mission is giving permission, meeting, greeting and 
navigating these Highest Beings into this Center Portal.

This Middle Portal is the Portal that will allow all Star fleets to 
travel through Mother Gaia. This is like the HUB OF THE 
UNIVERSE. Space craft from the entire Cosmos will be able to 
travel from one side of Gaia and out the other side of Gaia to 
expand the Consciousness of our OMNIVERSE two fold.

I would like to share with you this truth that Yeshuwa and I have 
come to an agreement that I may and I should call him Jesus, 
because that is who he is to me in this life time. Even though he 
was my husband, and I called him Yeshuwa when he was my 
husband, I do not feel comfortable calling him by that name. So, 
he refers to himself as Jesus when he is communicating with me 
at this time.

Second, I would like to share with all of you who love and care 
for Mother Gaia deeply, a fact that was just given to me by Jesus.
Now that the Central Portal and all Portals are open, Gaia will 
continue to exist within the glorious time line that we have been 



working on creating for over a billion years.

Without these Portals, the Star Ships would not be able to come 
to Earth and the Beings on these Ships will bring the 
Consciousness to Earth that will change us back into the type of 
God Like Beings we originally were. They will help us remember 
how we would prefer to be and that will motivate us to become 
like them.

Before many on Earth begin to meet with these Beings that I will 
invite in, the Co-Creators themselves must introduce themselves 
to the World. It will be the Co Creators who connect the Starry 
Ones into the Society.

This will begin in a BIG WAY in June 2017. For now, you can 
connect with me to learn about the TRAVELERS who are coming 
to Earth now.

Jesus told me the PROPHECY of MOTHER GAIA as being the 
most coveted and cherished prophecy that has been known to 
the entire Cosmos for millions of years.

This Prophecy says that Mother Gaia will be the SAVIOR of the 
Universe. Mother Gaia will become the Omniversal Portal for all 
Consciousness that is High Enough to be at the level of creating 
their own space craft to become invited to Gaia at some time in 
the future.

This is the reason that humans on Earth will become the most 
respected race in the Omniverse. We will become the center of 
hybridization of species who are the most loving, benevolent 
beings who reflect Mother Father God in all ways.

THE NEWS IS THIS- IF WE (Jesus, Elaika and myself) did not get 



this MOST IMPORTANT PORTAL OPENED, the one that that sits in
the MIDDLE of the Pacific Ocean, opened VERY VERY SOON, 
Mother Gaia wasn't going to survive as the Savior of the 
Universe. 

What this means is the CENTRAL PORTAL is the Portal that I am 
now inviting the Original Race Line into Earth through. They 
would not be able to come if this Portal was not completed in 
time. Of course, I did create that Portal and all of the Portals in 
time for the arrival of these great Beings who are now asking my 
permission to use the Portals.

There have been twelve years of discussions about alternative 
plans such as the Load Out, and the need to have Plasma ships 
removing Souls from Harmonic Universe One.

Elaika told me directly that he would be the one who would 
create an alternative energy plan for me and carry me out on a 
Plasma Ship if there was a need for that. He told me that there 
will be no need for this to occur because our future is 
established as a success at this moment.

I will quote exactly what Jesus said later, and you may listen to 
him on the recording if you choose. What he said about the 
PROPHECY of Mother Gaia is Breath Taking.

And what Jesus said about the SURVIVAL of Gaia depends on the
amount of work and dedication and time that I SPEND for the 
next eight weeks.

So, any of you out there who actually believe what is being said 
by Jesus and Elaika about the SURVIVAL OF GAIA and those of 
you who care enough to help me make this happen, please 
concentrate on Song Number FOUR. This is the set of 
Frequencies that I was originally given for this Portal.



However, now that I know the SIGNIFICANCE of this MIDDLE 
PORTAL, I will create a new album for myself to use continuously
until this KEY PORTAL is Opened. The album will be MARY 
MAGDALENE's MANIFESTATION POWER.

It will also be helpful to those choosing to do this Portal work to 
understand that this Portal is the most Multi Dimensional Portal. 
This is the Portal that I am streaming in the Frequencies from all 
SEVEN SUNS including the Fifth Dimensional Sun of Pleiades, 
Sixth Dimensional Sun of Sirius, Seventh Dimensional Sun Orion, 
Eighth Dimensional Andromeda, as well as the 9,10,11 and 12th 
Sun Aramantena.

THE SOULS OF JESUS AND MARY NAMES ARE

OF THE BEGINNING OF LIGHT and

THE SEED OF THE FUTURE

IT WAS JOE WHO REMOVED THE DEMONS FROM THE PORTALS

CO-CREATION TEAM IS MANAGING GOD's UNIVERSE

VEILS AND VORTEXES

WHAT IS A TWIN FLAME?

I took the story of Mary clear back to the Breath of Source who 
created me. I set up a meeting with Source through Elaika and 
Jesus, who are completely within the God World at this time.



God gave Yeshuwa ben Joseph the name Goba sendien in the 
Creation Realm. This means the SEED OF THE FUTURE.

God gave Mary the name Shura sayless, in the Creation Realm, 
which means Of the beginning of the Light.

I arranged a channeled meeting with Elaika and Jesus yesterday 
because I have been very concerned about re-calibrating the 
TRUTH into the Consciousness of those on Earth.

I also had to go through the process of mastering each piece of 
my own puzzle in order to discover that I truly am the Soul of the 
Female Christ. My twin soul had to be possessed by three 
demons and I had to know how to put my soul within him and 
how to connect into the Source Field to reconnect his Over soul 
back into his body. This was a process that was only known to 
the gods. It was the test that I had to pass in order to prove that I
knew that I was Mary.

My new book, Remembering Who we are, uses this process of 
becoming a Master and remembering who we are by the trials we
go through to remember how great we really are, is available as 
pd f and as a book through Amazon.

Those of you who communicate with me always become a part 
of my books. The teacher learns from the student and the 
student learns from the teacher. This is how it has always been.

The Soul of Mary Magdalene is 90 billion years old. I have been 
here longer than any one. I was the Beginning of the Light and 
Jesus was the Seed of the Future. As Jesus said before, we were
Soul Mates. We were not a Twin Flame. Jesus does not have a 
Twin Flame because he has never separated his Soul into two 
pieces in order to come into the Inner Domains. Mary did 
separate her Soul into two pieces to become the Twin Flame of 
Joe and Angela in this Life time. I did this for the purpose of this 
experience of placing my Soul in my Twin Flame in order to 



create a frequency that is 2400 times higher than any other 
person on Earth within each of us. This 4800 times the frequency
of all others on Earth is what was required for me to be able to 
open the 12 Ascension Portals at this time.

This is the Mission of the Beginning of the Light and the Seed of 
the Future. This is the TRUE MARY AND JESUS STORY.

On my you tube channels Cosmic Mary and Mary Magdalene 
Singing Mermaid, you will find channeled dialogs that I have had 
with Yeshuwa and Mary's Spirit Guide Elaika that reveal the true 
story of Mary and Yeshuwa in our Cosmic Mission of re opening 
the Ascension Portals.

There are many who have said they opened portals. Yeshuwa 
made it crystal clear in his channeling that I am the only person 
on Earth who can open these Portals. I am the third dimensional 
aspect that Yeshuwa and Elaika stream their Spiritual and 
Energetic fields through.

I was born with the Akashic programming to know how to open 
the portals and my frequencies are 4800 times higher than any 
one else on Earth.

I must open all 12 portals by November. 

I just spoke with Yeshuwa again this morning about the progress 
of our plan. I just learned that is absolutely true that all of us 
who will shift into the fourth dimension this winter will be 
INVISIBLE to those who remain in the third dimension.

We will begin shifting through hundreds of dimensional realities 
as our time lines intersect. This is going to cause people to see 
past, future and spiritual realities appear before them moment 
after moment. Those who are not prepared with this would go 
insane and there would be a world of chaos ending in mass 
destruction.



Yeshuwa also informed me that after Disclosure that there are 
aliens on other planets and visiting this one. it will be about two 
years from the date of disclosure that we become a Galactic 
Community. That Disclosure will happen this Fall. So, those of us 
who have become invisible to the third dimensional world will be 
living in this Galactic Community in two years.

Yeshuwa also said that the money will be removed at a Universal 
Level, meaning this money is controlled by the Cabal and must be
removed in order to remove their control. He added that there 
will be a new money that is based on a true exchange of value of 
things and people rather than the old currency based on dozens 
of layers of controlling factors. There will be a choice of money 
or barter or ex changing education for the services of others.

He also told me that everything that Karen Hudes says is 94% 
correct. Listening to Karen is a good place to start for those who
really want to know what our government has been doing for 
several hundred years that will be changed in the near future.

IT WAS JOE WHO REMOVED THE DEMONS FROM THE PORTALS

Who is Joe? He is the other half of Mary Magdalene's Soul. He is 
my husband. He is the man who carried the three demons away 
from the Earth in his body in 2008, so that the First Ascension 
Portal could be completed, and that was done so all 12 Portals 
could be opened.

I was reminded by Elaika of how extremely grateful all of the 
Angels in Heaven, everyone on the Spiritual side of the Veil and 
himself were for the process that Joe went through in order to 
save the Angelic Human Race line from being captured once 
again by the Demonic Race lines who would had opened a 



passage way for all other Fallen Races once again on Earth.

The story of how Joe was possessed by three demons and then 
later hit by three ten ton trucks and then brought back to life and
healed is told in the Cosmic Twin Diary and in the 12 DNA Music 
of the Spheres Ascension Training from the Diary of the Cosmic 
Twins.

The story is also told in a very short form in the new book, 
REMEMBERING WHO WE ARE.

When I spoke with Elaika a few days ago, he explained to me in 
much clearer terms how I had placed my Soul inside of Joe in 
order to Keep him on Earth while the team of Angels took the 
Joe with the demons attached through an Astral Journey that 
would remove them from attachment to the Earth Portals.

It was Elaika who originally told Joe that there were three 
demons and he was in great danger and he must learn to listen 
very carefully in order to save his life. It was Elaika who spoke 
through Joe's body, after he was already gone, and told me that 
there were thousands of angels who had tried to bring Joe back 
to his body, and they could not. He told me that I was the only 
one who could bring Joe back to his body. Elaika guided me in 
placing my Soul into his body. We are Twin Flames. This means 
that originally my Soul, OF THE BREATH OF LIGHT, was not split. 
My Soul Splits and spirals through the Universe into the Earth's 
field for special projects like this one. In order to come down 
here, we must split into two parts. This is what a Twin Flame is. 



It is the actual half of a Soul that Splits in order to re unite for a 
special project on Earth.

Mary Magdalene was born with the same Akashic Records of the 
Soul that I was when the Fallen Angelics took over our Universal 
Plan in the First Seeding or First Creation. The Fallen Angelics 
were always able to take down an entire race line by possessing 
the Key Female of the Tribe. Once a female was taken, her male 
twin flame could not bring her back. The Fallen Angelics 
destroyed the entire Violet Race line of Dolphinoid and 
Humanoids from Sun Ha and La. After the beings became fallen, 
they realized that the only way that they would ever escape and 
return to the original Angelic Race line was if they turned 
themselves into Demons. The Demons were originally the 
Oraphim Dolphins. Joe was an Oraphim Dolphin in the Second 
Seeding. This is why he volunteered for this Heroic Mission. This 
was the only way to save them. They had to be returned to 
Mother Father God. A Fallen Angelic can never find that path 
back to Source. However, a Demon can when they come to Earth 
and enter another's body.

This was the way the entire Dolphin and Humanoid Racelines 
were destroyed in the First Creation. So, the first part of the 
Mary Magdalene Plan on Earth was to Re open the Portals, but 
this time we would stage the event in a way that would trick the 
demons to take JOES body instead of mine. This was the plan 
that we made millions of years ago.

When Demons take the female body, it cannot be saved, but when
the demons take the Male Twin Flame, the Female Soul can 
retrieve the body, while the Spirit Guide takes the demons out.



Joe volunteered for this job. We came together this time so that 
when he was possessed, I could place my soul in him and bring 
him back to Earth while Elaika took him through a process 
astrally in an orb body to remove the demons.

This process of demon removal had never actually been done 
successfully in the history of the UNIVERSE. So, we knew it was 
a very big risk, but the Universe knew that the Soul of Mary (the 
one who was named of the breath of light by God, himself) could 
free the Earth from this demonic plague once and for all.

This heroic deed performed by Joe is the reason that there will 
not be a demonic take over on Earth in the next few years. I am 
sure many of you have heard of a few demonic events taking 
place lately. You will notice, that in each event, the person who 
goes crazy for a short time always returns and can not remember
what happened. This is because we now have a method to 
remove the demons from the body without killing the body. Each 
time there is a possession there is a team that comes to remove 
the demons from the body. This methodology did not exist before 
in this Universe.

So, I would like every one who believes in Mary Magdalene to 
give your GRATITUDE to the TRULY GREAT ONE-- JOE.

He is the true savior of this planet. There would be a demonic 
take over happening right now and we would not be able to open 
the portals, if it was not for what Joe did for us.



There is a recording of Elaika explaining Joe's healing process, 
his astral process and how they are still working on reconnecting
Joe's nerves and synaptic cleft. Joe's body was completely 
obliterated during this event. I kept him alive by placing my soul 
in him, and Elaika and the Angels who were with us then, Gabriel,
Michael, Uriel and Ariel are still working on this healing.

FROM THE BOOK, REMEMBERING WHO WE ARE

In that story, when the Cosmic Twins were opening the First 
Ascension Portal with Elaika in 2008, Elaika told us that there 
were three demons that were waiting to attaching their 
consciousness into these Ascension Portals by attaching 
themselves to us.

We remembered from going through this same type of attack 
from these Fallen Angelic demonic Consciousness, millions of 
years ago, that these demons always attach themselves to the 
female half of the COSMIC Twin Soul Mates and then the male 
can not retrieve the female.

So, we made this new plan millions of years ago, that it would be 
the male half- Joe – who would be possessed by the demons. 
After Joe was gone, Elaika told me that all of the Angels in 
heaven could not bring Joe back, but only I could do this. The 
reason that I could bring Joe back is because my Soul lives 
within him. So, as long as I was still on Earth we all knew that we
could get Joe back.

So, it was Joe, in 2008, who carried away these three sets of 
demonic consciousness that would be entering into the Grids of 
Earth in September if Joe had not carried these representatives 
of the three FALLEN ANGELIC race lines, who date back to 
billions of years of disruption of our Universal Plan. 



The Science of our Ages has always based what is going to 
happen in the future on what has already happened in the past. 
We use history as our reference point. This history has always 
been the result of the Earth and those who share the 
Consciousness of Earth experiencing the reality of a Time Line.

We have been on a Time Line that contains elements within it 
that the Co-Creators have been trying to fix for many life cycles 
(250 million year cycles). So, this time line with the problems 
placed within it has been around for a very long time.

The Original Creation of the Perfect Kingdom of Heaven on Earth 
was created by the Co-Creators billions of years ago. We planned
to have the absolute perfect reflection of everything that we 
found in the God World reflected in each and every realm of 
creation in all dimensions through out our Universe. That was the
Reality or Idea that we created together as the Christ 
Consciousness that would be displayed in our Universe. We were 
in the Cosmic Consciousness creation center when we created 
this plan. That was when we created the Time Line of the 
Kingdom of Heaven that was to be displayed in the third 
dimension as it was displayed in all other dimensions.

How did we get placed on that time line that has contained a 
cycle of wars, a cycle of disease, a cycle of religious confusion 
and a cycle of birth and death? We got placed on that time line by
what was called the Electric Wars that happened in the Cosmic 
Realm during the First Initial Creation. These Electric Wars were 
created from the mis use of the Reverse Spin mechanics, 
creating blockages in our Consciousness. Those who wanted to 
begin a creation of their own; those who did not rely on the 
Oneness with the Source Field of Energy, created that OTHER 
Reality that placed the Universe and all that was created within 
it on that time line where some of the original creation plan no 
longer existed on that time line.

So, what happened was there were these entities who thought 



they would become Gods themselves, and blow up what God 
created by creating Electric Wars.

Unfortunately, our story got off to a very bad start because 
another group who was not a part of the Original Raceline 
decided that they did not want our plan of the Perfect Kingdom 
that would run off of the energy grids of the Source Field of 
Consciousness in its eternal perfection to succeed. They were 
the jealous gods who repeated themselves in history over and 
over again.

The reason that we have needed to wait for so many cycles on 
the Cosmic Clock to return to a shift in time where we would not 
be locked into that Time Line where that mis use of the 
Metatronic Tools removed our ONE NESS with Source Energy is 
because this is the first time when we could find a moment when
all of the Past could align exactly with the Future. This means 
that each of the moments of our creation that has existed in its 
most perfect form could be aligned into each and every one of 
the 12 Suns and the Star System that each of these Suns 
Created.

The new DIVINE MOMENT that will allow all 12 Ascension Portals
to open into a Star Ship Landing Strip for millions of High Beings 
with the Christ Consciousness Template within them was 
completed on October 2, 2016. 

In order for these Portals to take on a Life of Their Own I 
established within them that PERFECT CREATION IDEA in its 
absolute Wholeness from the Cosmic Sun who holds all in the 
Perfect Source Field of Eternal Creation Principle to create 
perfect ETERNAL balance and alignment within each of the 12 
Portals in the Pacific Ocean.

These 12 Ascension Portals are the reason that we can now 
change the Time Line of Mother Gaia into the Universal Prophecy
that has been predicted for millions of years. This Prophecy says 



that Earth will become the Savior of the Universe.

This Prophecy is being fulfilled right now as the Star Ships come 
through my Portals one at a time over the next several months 
and continue to come to and through the Body of Gaia for many 
eons to come. Mother Gaia is now the Landing Strip for the 
Universe at this time, and this Universe will have a great effect 
on all of the other Universes.

Imagine that!! Imagine knowing that future Time Line of Mother 
Earth was being determined by your dedication and responsibility
of having learned how to do this within your life time so that you 
would be prepared to do this at this time. 

Imagine that!! imagine little ole me. The Angela who was born on
a little farm out in a little farm county where nothing important 
happens besides producing the best peaches and prunes canned 
by Libby's Cannery used to exist. Little ole me who used to stand
in a field with my horses and talk to the Sun and remembers 
being told I am the one. Why was I being told I am the one so 
many times when I was a child, when I was a teenager, when I 
was in college, when I was a teacher, when I began posting 
articles on a site called Light Workers. I certainly had no idea 
what a Light worker was, and I didn't agree with anything they 
were writing, but I knew that I was the one and that I needed to 
write these things that I knew.

I have been guided and directed to read, to listen, to write all of 
the correct information. My team has been guiding me 
continuously every moment of my life to prepare me for this, and 
yet I still wonder how it is that I will know that I am doing it 
correctly.

I am here at this time to show the world what a third dimensional
being who has lived the exact same kind of life that each person 
on Earth has lived can do. I am here to show you all that we can 
achieve extraordinary miracles once we all get shifted back on to
this time line that Jesus and I spent the last several billions of 



years creating.

I actually completed the Portals on October 2, 2016 and I spent 
the rest of October filling the Portals with my Consciousness and
the Consciousness of the Cosmic Sun to strengthen the Portals 
to be the Ultimate Landing Strip and Runway for the Star ships 
who began their arrival in November.

The arrival of each and every star ship into my Portals will 
require me to give them permission to use my Portals. I will be 
meeting, greeting and communicating with each and every Angel 
and Entity who enters my Universe, my Galaxy and my Earth 
Portal within the 12 Ascension Portals.

The arrival of these Beings of Light will bring the Consciousness 
to Earth that will begin the awakening of the human to grow 
back into that perfect form that will be presented on Earth by 
these Beings and by the 32 Co-Creators who are already on 
Earth, but not yet Risen into their Identity and Plan.

I am Mary Magdalene. I am the first Risen Co-Creator on Earth.

These Portals have placed Mother Gaia on a New Time Line of 
Reality. This means that the Consciousness of those on Earth will
begin to think like one big family. The DNA from each of the star 
families will be shared as a bio-regenisis project of 
transformation back into the original God Creation 
Consciousness that all creation was meant to be.

The reason that there are 12 Ascension Portals is because there 
are 12 Star systems in our Universe;

The first group of Beings that I will permit into the Portals will be
the Original Creation. They will use the Central Portal for their 
entrance. Sometime in the future there will be others who will 
arrive and they will use the other Portals.



CO-CREATION TEAM IS MANAGING GOD's UNIVERSE

The Cosmic Consciousness of Mary Magdalene and the Cosmic 
Consciousness of Yeshuwa ben Joseph or Jesus Christ has 
always contained the Consciousness of the 12 coded perfect 
divine man made in the image and likeness of God. We are a part 
of a larger Team. Our entire team was created in the God World 
as the Management Team of God, Himself. We, the Co-Creation 
Team have been managing everything in the Universe for trillions 
of years. God created Himself as a Team who would allow Him to
Know Himself through us. We are a team of Angels and Co-
Creators. We were all created as one Unit of Action. We always 
work together.

The plan that our Co-Creation Team have been working on for 
about 950 billion years has always been to bring that perfect 
Divine Kingdom of Heaven onto Earth exactly as we experienced 
it in the God World.

We had many set backs over the eons of bringing in this perfect 
creation. This is why our creation plan failed the first time, the 
second time, and almost the third time. This time, this 250 
million years will be the time that we do bring to Earth the 
Consciousness of the Perfect man, who is no longer being 
intercepted by the time lines of all of the problems created by 
the thousands of time lines with problems in them.

There will be many who do not move their consciousness into 
this perfect time line during this life time because they will 
continue to believe that they are in the old time line of all of the 
distorted alignments that where not in the rhythm of the original 
plan.

In the June 16 discussion with Jesus I asked questions that I 
already knew the answers to. I asked these questions to elicit a 



shared meaning of two viewpoints merging into a new flame of 
reality.

I am Mary Magdalene on Earth again completely a plan that 
Yeshuwa and I began long, long before the story in the Bible 
about the man who wore the robe of Christ on Earth. I am the 
same Soul who was with Jesus and Elaika in the God World when
we made this plan of creating a Divine Template that would 
contain all that God is and watch this Soul with this 12 coded 
Consciousness experience all possible realities in all levels of 
creation between pure etheric substance, the gamma waves of a 
Sun, the stardust of a Star, the creation essence of a team in a 
Galaxy, or the Individualized Idea brought clear down into a form 
that was so Dense that it could be experienced in an entirely 
different way.

Yes, we were the Cosmic Consciousness who experienced all of 
these ideas at the highest level of creation before we began the 
process of allowing this most Perfect Kingdom of Creation to be 
experienced by all within the Cosmic Kingdom of our IDEA.

This Perfect Idea was created by our Cosmic Team in a time 
when there was no Soul, because we had not begun the creation 
of these ideas leaving the God World at that time. So, we were 
the ones that were before the Soul. We were what has been 
called the Over Soul who created the plans of all creation for 
each individual idea that was experienced as a Star, a creation of
a Star Family, a Sun and all that it held within its creation 
template and even the idea of the most Dense Form of the EXACT
SAME idea that was created in the God World. The Earth was the 
same form of reality created in a dense form of the original 
etheric light substance of creation.

Our Second Initial Creation that I spoke to Elaika about in our 
dialog was the creation of the Seven Suns who were created 
from this Christic Template containing the absolute exact 
reflection and form of all that was in the original God World. 
these Suns were called Ka Ra Ya Sa Ta Ha and La. The race line 



of these Suns was called the Oraphim Race Line.

If you listen carefully to the dialogs between Yeshuwa and Mary 
and the earlier conversations with Mary and Elaika, you will hear 
us talking about the Oraphim Race. These dialogs are on you 
tubes at the Mary Magdalene Singing Mermaid channel.

When I asked Elaika about the time when I was on Earth as a 
Mermaid and Joe was a Dolphin, he answered with the 
explanation of the time when we were the Oraphim Race Line. 
The reason that he assumed I was talking about the Oraphim 
Race line is because that was the time of our First Creation 
when the Sun Ha and La were the Violet Suns where the Oraphim
Humanoids and Oraphim Dolphinoids co-habitat as one family.

Jesus explained that there are many layers of one time line 
displaying itself in a similar fashion at the same time. The time 
line of the First Initial Creation of the Oraphim Race Line was a 
time line that was later given to the Earth in the Second Seeding 
of our Race Line, which was the Oraphim Race Line in the First 
Creation.

The reason that we don't talk about the First Creation being on 
this Planet Earth is because the Earth didn't actually exist at that
time. The Consciousness of those who would later live on Earth 
did exist, but that race line was not on the Earth at that time. 
The Consciousness of those who are on Earth is the Frequency 
Signature of the Individual who appears in third dimensional 
form. But, that Individual only takes on that tangible form of One 
Version of itself in one space and time location when it is 
appearing in the Third Dimension.

When an Individual is in its true form, it exists every where 
simultaneously. The Version of the Individual that appears to 
only be in the space and time where you see them standing in 
front of you is not the only Version of that Individual. There is a 
Version of that same Frequency Signature of Consciousness in 
all space and time and in the absence of space and time where 



all is One.

We are now moving back into the Infinite Versions of the 
Individual, including the one who existed in the Time Line of the 
First Creation, Second Creation and Third Creation. As Jesus and
Mary continuously worked to Perfect their Movie of the God Idea,
there were many obstacles placed in our way.

The problems began in the First Creation when some members of
the Cosmic Sun Ra decided that they wanted to make their own 
creation of reality that was different than God Idea of creation 
that would be produced through the Consciousness of God itself. 
The creation of an idea through the Energy and Frequencies of 
the God template itself would insure a creation that was Eternal 
in Nature and it would be able to begin in the God World and end 
in the God World once it had made its circle of experiences in all 
of the realms of reality.

Unfortunately, there were a few members of the Sun Ra who 
wanted to created a different reality, and they began this 
dysfunctional creation by using the same creation tools that 
were used by the Jesus and Mary Team of Christ Template 
Creation, but they did not include the God Template Idea in their 
Creation. They decided that in their creation that they would be 
God and they would be the creators.

This idea of creation began with using the same tool of creation 
that took the original energy and used a divine formula to spin 
the energy of the Divine Male Electro pulse with the Divine 
Female Magnetic pulse together to create forms of reality 
through out the Cosmos. The Tool that was used to spin these 
Male and Female energy pulsations together was designed by an 
Entity whose name was Metatron. He was the creator of the Idea
of Electro Magnetic creation of energy through the at one ment 
of Source Frequencies.

The members of Sun Ra who decided to create a different reality 
used the Metatron Formula in a manner that would destroy the 



creation that was original created by the Jesus and Mary formula
of 12 Coded Divine Blue Print of the Original Form of all that God 
was being replicated through out the Cosmos.
So, that is where all of our problems began. They began in the 
First Creation. The Problem became known as the Electric Wars 
because it was a war between those who were spinning the 
Metatron Merkaba Technology correctly in order to maintain the 
flow of Source Energy creating the connection of the Electro 
Magnetic Energies into a Positron that would remove all space 
and time.

Source, or the one called God contains an Infinite Supply of 
Energy. When Metatron created the formula of the Merkaba Idea, 
his plan was to connect this Idea into the Infinite Idea of Source 
Creation. The idea of the members of Ra was to create 
something entirely different. They wanted to create a kingdom 
which would make them the Gods.

This is how our First Creation was destroyed. Our Initial Creation 
in the Cosmos was destroyed and we had to start over again. So, 
this brings me to the time of the Second Creation. This is what I 
was asking Jesus about. In the Second Creation those of us from 
the Original Suns of Ha and La, the Sixth and Seventh Suns of the
First Creation. The Oraphim Raceline of the Oraphim Dolphinoids 
and Humanoids replicated themselves through our TIME LINE 
where all that existed in the Cosmic Realm of the Suns Ha and La
also existed in the Universal, Galactic, Solar and Planetary 
Realms of our Time Line.

Since, anything that happens within any dimensional aspect of 
One Time Line affects what happens in all other dimensional 
aspects of that Time Line, the problems in the Cosmic Realm 
affected the Time Line of our Creation in the Universe and 
Galaxy. The Second Creation existed within this same Time Line 
of the Original Idea that we started to create in the First 
Creation. So, the Second Creation still had the potential of a 
problem that was created by that incorrect use of the Metatronic
Tool of creation. There was still this incorrect spin rate of the 



electro magnetic creation substance causing creation that was 
not a replica of the Source Idea so it was disconnected from the 
Infinite Energy that would be created when this Infinite Energy 
was being used.

So, what resulted through out the Universe was the other 
Creation that was not a part of the Jesus and Mary and Elaika 
Idea of Creation causing chaos and destruction at a level that 
destroyed entire civilizations and entire galaxies and entire stars
because it was created from an idea that did not have a Source 
of Energy other than pulling the energy off of other living Beings.
This terrible plan of creation that was invented by a group called 
the Dragon Race, later called the Draconian has been replicating 
this other idea of creation through out our Time Line of the 
Perfect Creation for three sets of Creation Periods so far.

The Reversal of proper use of the Metatronic Tool of creation 
incorrectly causes polarity which means separation of the flow 
of the male and the female energy of creation. The Jesus and 
Mary Consciousness was this original idea of the male and 
female energy. Of course, we are also real live beings of Light 
who have replicated ourselves through the Time line in every 
Density from pure Light to the Plasma into the Stars and Suns 
and down into the Dense Form of reality on the Planets.

Now, we are in the time of the beginning of our creation once 
again. We are beginning the Fourth Seeding of our original plan. 
Our plan of our perfect creation has always existed in the God 
World. And that original perfect idea and template of all that is 
within the Mind of God has never stopped existing. However, we 
have had to revise our plan of making this creation of this perfect
idea express itself on all levels of reality, in all dimensions 
simultaneously many times in the past billion years.

This is what Jesus and I were talking about in our dialog. So, 
what has happened to our perfect plan over the past 5.5 million 
years has had to be revised into a brand new creation once 
again. This brand new creation plan that we have designed will 



bring into the Earth the Perfect time of Creation that did exist at 
one time in our Universe. This was moment when there were 
none of the problems of creation that caused the Cosmic Wars, 
Universal Wars and Galactic Wars. All of those wars were results
of the other creations that were designed from a formula that did
not include the Mind of God or the Frequencies of the Source 
Template, so they had to get their energy from those of us who 
did have that Divine Energy. That is what all of the wars in the 
Universe have been fought over. They have always been trying to 
take away our Divine Energy so that they could be immortal 
themselves.

We have offered those race lines who left the Divine Fold, 
continuous invitation of joining our team of Eternal Life and most
of them have refused that offer. They want to continue their idea 
of a creation that can exist without the Eternal source Energy of 
source and the only way they can do that is to suck the energy 
out of those of us who have the Divine Energy.

So, the Earth is the place where this Divine Energy that is 
replicated in all of the dimensional realms through the Time Line 
where it can exist simultaneously within the Earth's 
Consciousness. This is the reason that I am re opening the 12 
Ascension Portals on Earth right now. The Portals will all the 
return of the Perfect Kingdom of Heaven to Earth as a result of 
our Original Perfectly Created Family comes to Earth through the 
Portals.

 Yeshuwa and Elaika have told me is that I am the only one on 
Earth who has Frequencies that are High enough and Strong 
enough to open these Ascension Portals because they are Huge 
Portals. These are the Cosmic Ascension Portals that connect 
our Time Line into the God World where Jesus is maintaining the 
complete idea of our creation plan and I am spinning my Cosmic 
Merkaba into the at one ment with all that was originally 
designed in our God World Plan.

How did the original Problem of the Electric Wars continue to 



damage the Time Line of our Creation Plan?

The idea that was created by those who destroyed our first plan 
in the Electric Wars is the idea that was replicated over and over 
again through the time lines of those with the opposite idea of 
creation. Those who created this opposite design of the Metatron
Tool called the Merkaba repeated the plan of sucking energy off 
of those who used the Merkaba in the design of having the 
energy flow through the infinite supply of Source Consciousness 
as they continued to spin their Merkaba in a way that did not 
connect with Source at all.

That design was sent through their time line in the form of what 
Thoth used to destroy large parts of the Earth and millions of 
innocent lives and then used as a tool to such energy from those 
who continued to live. That formula that was used is simply using
the Merkaba in a way that does not allow the electro magnetic 
spin rate to create infinite one ness with Source. The incorrect 
formula created by Thoth was given to Earth in the formula that 
was later known as the Flower of Life. There are many in the 
original New Age Movement who continued to use that reverse 
spin Merkaba that has been used to break up and block the flow 
of Source Consciousness intentionally, so that the ones using it 
can take control of the energy of consciousness in those who 
use it.

That Invader Race Technology will no longer work in our 
Universe because of the Ascension Portals.

VEILS AND VORTEXES

Long long ago I used to write about the Van Allen Belt in great 
detail because the Van Allen Belt is the VEIL that separates the 
Physical and Spiritual Realities. The Van Allen belt is that place 
10,000 feet up on top of the clouds where the Spiritual Ones live. 



That was the place where our original families stayed when we 
broke a part. The 10,000 feet location is always where the top of 
a mountain is. It is the place where a Vortex can intersect 
between the Vortex of Inner Earth and shift into any of the other 
dimensions of reality. This is why so many have seen space ships
coming and going through the top of Mt. Shasta and other 
mountains. It is the point of a vortex.

Space ships do not need to use a mountain for the dimensional 
shift, but they need to be at the level of this 10,000 foot vortex.

So, the Van Allen Belt has dissolved and it has been replaced by 
electro magnetic that allow the opening of this Vortex of multi 
dimensional realities into the Earth. Those who do not 
understand the meaning of this are afraid. But, it is not 
something to be afraid of. It can however, make you feel woozy 
because it is like riding a space ship in and out of the vortex over
and over again until the Earth balances into it.

There is another reason why some people may be loosing what is
inside of them. There is a spiritual reality called firing the 
Coushas. The Coushas are the Spiritual parallel Version of the 
Ekashic Records.

We have held the records of our Physical Soul experiences within
our third and fourth dimensional bodies. Now, our bodies are 
shifting in to the Spiritual Soul Records. These are called the 
Coushas.

When the Spiritual Essence of the Violet String ignites within the 
human body as a result of the Saturation of all of the 
Frequencies of the Sun, the chakra system of the body translates
into a Spiritually run system.

This activation begins with the Second and Third Chakra areas 
exploding and then sending the fire into the tail bone and then 
that fires up the back bone to the Sixth Chakra and there is an 
explosion in the head. This means the body has switched over to 



the Spiritual Records of reality, just as the Van Allen Belt has 
melted down into the Spiritual Vortex.

The side effect of the Second and Third Chakra's Firing is it 
causes a physical reaction from the stomach area that explodes 
in both directions. Doctors would call this the Flu Like 
Symptoms. It is actually an Ascension Symptom.

These Electro Magnetic Bursts could set this off in some of us.

There is a much more important meaning to all of this. This is 
also the beginning of changing the history of our future, which is 
what I am doing with the 12 Ascension Portals.

Our new future will not be based on anything that has happened 
in the past. It will only be based on the original plan of reality 
that the Jesus and Mary Team created several sets of cycles 
(250 million year cycles) ago. This is why this re set of the 12 
Ascension Portals can only be done by me standing on Earth. The
original plan that we created billions of years ago, long before 
the world began only exists within my Spiritual Records.

MESSAGE FROM THE MOON

Please note that this mission that is being accomplished by the 
Moon Station has nothing to do with my Ascension Portal Project.
The other projects on Earth concern those who are Souls on 
Earth who were created by their Over Soul.

I was not created by an Over Soul Family. I came from the place 
ABOVE the Over Souls. I am here working on the Cosmic 
Creation.
These other projects are working on Universal projects with the 
Over Soul. However, even this project is a Galactic Project. It is 
not a Cosmic Project.



My Co-Creation team is the only one working on this Cosmic 
Project that will allow the Angels from Heaven- the Place in the 
Cosmos where God and His Team Lives- to ride their Star Ships 
to Earth.

The Essassanes needed to establish the stabilization link 
between the Over Souls of our World and their World and the 
Frequencies represented by each. So, we set up the resonating 
station of our stabilization energy and transmit it to your world, 
we are activating the Mass Cons in your Moon. Your Moon shall 
become your Vibrational Representation of the Earth's Over soul 
and act now in a way that will accelerate the Energies up to the 
time of Fall 2016 to shift your Frequencies in to a Brand New 
Reality. Everything will change before Election time 2016.

This was the story told by Bashar. This is not my story. My story 
says that it is actually the ASCENSION PORTALS that have 
opened by Fall of 2016 that will change everything. It is these 
Portals which will allow the Cosmic Consciousness to return to 
Earth as I give each and every Being of Light Permission to use 
my Portals.

What this message from Bashar shows to me is the fact that he 
doesn't even know about the Portals.

I have found this to be true about every Being involved who is 
only Fourth or Fifth Dimensional. And the definition of what 
Fourth and Fifth Dimensional is different based on the actual 
experience of Each Being.

Elaika calls himself a Fifth Dimensional Being. However, the Fifth
means the Cosmos sphere to him. Bashar may have only 
experienced two steps above the place where he was in this 
Third Dimensional Realm only a few thousand years ago.

Do you see the difference in perspectives of reality? Elaika has 
been in the Cosmic Realm or the Fifth Sphere of reality for at 
least 20 Trillion years creating this vast reality of the Universe, 



while Bashar came from a Parallel Earth Reality that would had 
been destroyed if they had not created a Hybrid Race from our 
Human DNA. Bashar's spectrum of Reality itself is TINY 
compared to Elaika's Fifth Dimensional perspective.

And yet, he seems to see himself as the reason that all of these 
things are happening.

What is Everything? When higher frequencies of energy is added 
to Consciousness a new Reality is created. We are adding our 
Higher Consciousness of the Over Souls of our World into the 
Frequencies of Consciousness of your Souls in order to create a 
new reality. This New Reality that changes everything is being 
done at the Cosmic Level by allowing Cosmic Beings to ride their 
space ships through my Ascension Portals.

Bashar said, "the Moon has become our Over Soul that acts as 
the transmission center for the complete Divine Template of our 
original being to allow the truly Sovereign Individual 
manifestation through that Consciousness within the Moon."

I say our Consciousness is being reconnected into the entire 
Cosmic Realm of the Cosmic Sun of all creation because of the 
12 Ascension Portals. I am Cosmic Mary Magdalene.

Our Moon contains Mass Cons, meaning the Collective 
Consciousness of each piece of the Mass, or the 12 sets of 
Consciousness of the Stargates. The Moon will become our 
Vibrational Representation.

The guardians needed to create this temporary ghost matrix of 
our reality to be able to pull our consciousness back together. 
This technology has been combined with the Sphere of Amenti 
project that aligns the Heliosphere of Sun Alcyone into the Sun 
and into the Core of Earth. That technology was combined with 
the 12 sets of Suns Infusions and Activations. And these 



technologies needed the foundation of having enough Frequency 
Accretion available on Earth to even begin these activations. The
birth of the 144,000 Paradisian Children being born with 6DNA 
activated was the first requirement of maintaining a frequency 
that would allow these other activations without the Earth 
Blowing up.

Bashar claims that this is the vibration of our upcoming matrix. 
There is now a stabilization matrix. We are overlapping with the 
Collective Consciousness of your civilization. 

I say that the work that Bashar and the Essassanes is doing is a 
piece of what is changing the vibration of the Earth's matrix. 
However, the Earth is a part of the Cosmic Matrix and must be 
changed at the Cosmic level, or nothing will really change at all.

In our Lunar Body there are disk like large collections of Energy 
Mass Called Mass Cons. 

These Mass Cons have been fashioned in our Lunar Body, 
according to Bashar. The Moon is a Natural body split off from 
our world that has been engineered by others to contain these 
mass cons that resonate at specific Frequencies. Our Moon was 
prepared to resonate at these frequencies so that the Moon 
could act as a resonation receiver for the Vibrations being sent 
to us from other Civilizations.

DIALOGS OF MARY MAGDALENE AND YESHUWA BEN JOSEPH

LISTEN TO THE RECORDING I AM MARY MAGDALENE at 
http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/about-us

At the bottom of the About US Page you will find the five sections
that are explained in the writing about the audio recording. This 
is the actual conversation between Jesus and Mary about their 

http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/about-us


lives together and how their project will be completed.

IN THE DIALOG BETWEEN Yeshuwa ben Joseph and Mary 
Magdalene talk about their many life times together, Mary's 
mission on Earth this year when she completes the opening of 
the 12 Ascension Portals just in time for the New Wave of Fourth 
and Fifth Dimensional Consciousness to create an Awakening on 
Earth beyond anything that has ever been known before.

In this Conversation, the one many call Jesus Christ, who was 
Yeshuwa ben Joseph (the son of Joseph) when we were not 
together as husband and wife, but as Cosmic Lovers about 2016 
years ago. This story is told in Mary Magdalene's Greatest Love 
Story Ever Told.

 Jesus announces to me that I am Mary Magdalene. I, Angela 
Barnett, am the one on Earth who carries the Soul of Mary 
Magdalene on Earth at this time. He explains my reason for being
here at this time is to open the 12 Ascension Portals, and he 
explains that I am the only one on Earth who has high enough 
frequencies to open the Portals. The frequencies of 
Consciousness of Mary Magdalene are Cosmic, and the Portals 
must be opened clear through the Universe with the activation of
the Cosmic Frequency of Transformation.

In the fall of 2016, the first wave of this Consciousness will 
arrive on Earth. The fourth dimensional consciousness coming to
Earth in Fall, which will cause an awakening when everything 
will begin to change, is the consciousness of the Fifth 
Dimensional Sun Alcyone in the Pleiades which carries the 
original Consciousness of our race line, as it originally existed in 
its Spiritual Form. I activated the wave of the Fifth Dimension 
from the Sun Alcyone Consciousness into my bio field that would 
magnetically draw the Flame from Sun Alcyone into my Crystal 
Heart. 

From that connection into my bio field I transferred the energy 
into the Crystal Heart of Mother Earth. I am the only one on Earth



who contains the frequencies and genetic coding that is high 
enough to hold these Frequencies within me when I magnetically
pull them into my bio energetic field. If anyone else tried to do 
what I do, they would explode or just pass out dead.

Extracting these frequencies from the Suns is always extremely 
exhausting for me. When I am opening the Ascension Portals 
deep into the Inner Domains of the Cosmic Realms of Mother 
Earth and then braiding the stardust into the veins of Earth, 
there is energy activating through out all of the ley lines of Earth 
that will allow a greater communication to take place from the 
Consciousness of the Pleiadians, the Elohims, the Sirians, and all
others who have their Consciousness within the grid lines.

So, what is happening in the Fall of 2016 is the result of the work
that I did when I opened the first portal in 2008, the other four 
portals along the Pacific Coast Line, and then the 12 Portals in 
the Pacific Ocean. Two of them are located at the south end of 
the Ocean, Three are in the Center and Two are at the Top end of
the Pacific Ocean. Only I, and my team know their exact 
locations. I opened the four portals along the Coast between 
2010 and 2015. I was then ready to complete opening the SEVEN 
PORTAL in the Pacific Ocean in 2016. Most of the work that I did 
took place between June and October of 2016.

After that, the frequencies of Consciousness that I brought into 
my bio energetic field after magnetically drawing the Flame of 
the Sun from Arcturus will come to Earth. It is not possible to 
ascend into the fourth or fifth dimensions until the Earth has 
actually been ascended into all 12 dimensions of Consciousness.
This was the mission that I was sent to Earth to perform. I was 
scheduled to complete my mission of opening all 12 Ascension 
Portals by the Fall of 2016.

 After all 12 Ascension Portals are opened to the 12 Stargates, 
the waves of Consciousness that allow our Spiritual Host bodies 
to appear to us will begin. These waves of Consciousness will 
continue to morph into the Consciousness of those on Earth a 



little more each time there is a Solstice alignment.

I was required to open all 12 Portals before my complete 
Spiritual Self would fully enter into Oneness with me. I am from a
much higher realm than others who are on Earth, so it is possible
that I will become One with all that I am much sooner than 
others. This is what is known to me. The Co-Creation Team must 
rise first, before the other members can Rise.

The Next step of this process is my mission of giving permission 
to High dimensional Beings to enter the Earth's Biosphere 
through the Portals. This is the Cosmic Consciousness that will 
change the reality of Earth dramatically.

After that step is completed, the Skulls and the Stargates of 
Earth will activate. We never know exactly how long each part of 
the process will take. From what I presently know, as of October,
2016, I will be giving permission to Angels to use these Portals 
for about one year. This must happen first.

The next step in our Co-Creator Plan will include having Elijah, 
who is a member of our Co-Creator Group who is Risen on Earth 
at this time, to speak the WORD OF GOD all over the World.

This will begin in June, 2017.

I will be finished activating all 12 Ascension Portals before the 
Fall Solstice. This complete alignment into all 12 Stargates was a
requirement for the activation of the Portals opening one 
dimensional energy at a time into the Biosphere of the Earth. I 
had to go through this process alone, before those on Earth could
also participate in this Frequency Boost.

I contain 2400 times the level of frequencies than any other 
person on Earth. If any one else tried to do what I do, they just 
couldn't do it without dying. This brings us to the part of my 
other half. My Cosmic Twin, Joe Barnett, also has 2400 times 
more frequencies than any other person on Earth. So, when our 



4800 times the frequencies of each individual on Earth were sent
out through the Grids and Elaika collected these frequencies as 
our Generator and Amplifier to stream into the Ascension Portals,
the Portals became more and more activated. We did this 
continuously together during that eight year period.

So the Fall of 2016 is the return of the Consciousness that is the 
Spiritual Double of who we are at this time. We each have a 
spiritual double, and that double stayed in the photon belt of Sun 
Alcyone- the Sun of the Pleiades until this time. This Sphere of 
Consciousness is what we were made of at the Spiritual Level of 
Creation. That Sphere of Consciousness was called the Sphere of
Consciousness, and it was brought to Earth once before. It came 
to Earth in 1362 B.C. to allow Akhenaton to create an Ascension 
Pathway for the Annunaki. There was a big problem at that time 
created by the fact that Akhenaton would not allow anyone to 
Ascend who was not an Annunaki. This is the reason the plan 
blew up and it had to be started over again in order to be able to 
complete the mission by 2017. The problems that were created 
when the Sphere of Amenti was closed without the Children of 
Israel being allowed to enter in was the reason Jesus and Mary 
came to Earth to begin the re-opening of the Portals into the 
Sphere of Consciousness where we all were created.

What will happen in the Fall of 2016 will be a great shock to 
those who are not prepared. Those who have raised their 
frequencies high enough to experience this first wave of 
ascension will meet their spiritual double who has come from 
Sun Alcyone- returning our original Pleiadian Consciousness- our 
spiritual doubles. We will meet these spiritual host bodies of 
ourselves face to face.

Some people will not experience this at all because they have 
not prepared their consciousness for it yet. Many will be unaware
of what is happening. Some will think they are seeing ghosts. 
Some will think they are crazy and won't tell anyone about their 
experiences. Those who have prepared themselves for the shift 
by taking my training, will experience the at one ment with their 



spiritual self because they know how.

This opportunity to fully meet with and merge with the Spiritual 
Host Body in the Fall and Winter Solstice is not one that should 
be passed up by anyone who wants to become attuned with their 
completed self who will be able to do very great things in the 
future, including instantly manifest, orb, bi-locate, walk through 
walls, etc.

THE TRANSFORMATION KIT

THE ATOMIC MIRROR

The Process of removing the Veil between the Hertzian 
Frequency and the Infra Red Frequency and moving into the Full 
Light and Sound Spectrum of the OM of the SUN. 

During the past few years, some people have experienced 
HEARING screeching sounds in the Sky. That was the sound of 
the Atomic Mirror creating both a Reflection or a Bounce off of 
the Reality of the Sun's Light Spectrum together with a MERGING
through the Veil of Sound into the Oneness of a new Harmonic 
Universe.

I call this the Atomic Mirror because it is the Magical frequency 
that is the ANTI PARTICLE of the spiritual creation merging into 
the Particle of the physical creation.

This Atomic Radiation Frequency has been used for negative 
reasons such as the Atomic Bomb. It also has the power to make 
a space ship travel beyond the speed of light. When used for the 
greatest purposes it can Shift the entire experience of a Creation
Realm into a new Reality. This allows the combination of the 
Host Body or Spiritual Bodies to become One with the Physical 
Body.

These are the TEACHINGS of the COSMIC MYSTERY SCHOOL OF 
THE OMNIVERSE at Crystal Magic Orchestra. com.



I, Mary Magdalene, have prepared training to prepare those who 
would like to merge into oneness with their spiritual host body in 
the future.

Those who have already taken my training will be doing this in 
Fall. Those of you who spend every minute between now and 
December working on this procedure will be able to catch the 
second wave of Consciousness.

THOSE WHO WANT TO BE PREPARED SHOULD PURCHASE THE 
ATOMIC MIRROR ALBUM and use the guidelines that correspond 
with the album on our website.

The complete transformation into the at one ment with the 
Spiritual Host who will appear between September and February 
requires this training and the frequencies within the ATOMIC 
MIRROR, TRANCE, RE-BIRTH, MAGICAL MERMAID JOURNEY and 
the new teaching in the MUSIC OF THE SPHERES TRANING.

THE SEVEN ASCENSION PORTALS ALBUM contains the 
Frequencies of the last seven Ascension Portals that I will be 
opening between now and Fall of this year to insure that our 
Ascension proceeds as Jesus and I have intended.

The reason that we will be able to see the invisible reality that 
we could not see before is because the INFRA RED Light 
spectrum that allows us to see the reverse of what we see now. I
have included many techniques on my website that will prepare 
your eyes to shift and for your ears to shift into a different 
dimensional perspective.

ATOMIC MIRROR Album
http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/atomic-mirror

Please go to this page titled ATOMIC MIRROR to practice the 

http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/atomic-mirror


technique of learning to perceive your spiritual host body 
standing six feet in front of you. If you practice using the 
technology and your imagination now, the REAL THING will 
happen to you in the Fall. You will need to purchase the Atomic 
Mirror Album to activate the Frequencies within you for this 
transformation. The complete transformation process includes 
using the Re-Birth Album to re-arrange the part of the Brain that 
is used from the Thinking Brain into the Mid Brain and Violet 
Brain. The Trance Album allows the brain and neuronets to plug 
into the Sub Consciousness and into the Higher Self and Over 
Soul while in the in between state or dream state. 

THE ATOMIC MIRROR ALBUM contains the Frequencies that need
to be placed in the mirror in order to unblock the flow of light.

 We need to be able to see all of the other beings who are 
standing on the other side of the Veil.  

When we can meet them because we can see them, that is when 
we can ride on their space ships and be free to travel the 
universe. Those who will see them and who will be invited to ride
upon others space ships are the ones who have learned to enter 
communication and interface with their own HOST BODIES in the
Aurora Earth.

This is the technique that was taught for using an imaginary 
mirror to unite into communication with the Host of your 
Ascension. Your Host is the Plasma Body who can allow you to 
come onto a Space Ship and travel through the Universe.

This is the technique that was taught for using an imaginary 
mirror to unite into communication with the Host of your 
Ascension. Your Host is the Plasma Body who can allow you to 
come onto a Space Ship and travel through the Universe.

AURORA EARTH



The in-between state of Net Earth and Aurora Earth is called the 
Land of Wa. We each have a Wa Host who will allow us to move 
through that Veil of separation and into the Aurora Earth through 
the Consciousness of this Host.

The purpose of the ATOMIC Mirror Technique is to make contact 
with your Host who will lead you through the Land of Wa and into 
the Aurora Ascension Earth. The Host Entity is almost Pure Light 
with a White or Golden Robe made from a Plasma Like 
Substance. This is your Etheric Orb Body or Plasma Body who 
can allow you travel within this dimensional self who is a Part of 
You-  You of your original creation. The Land of Wa is the same 
place that Fairies and Devas live within. It is the in between 
state.

There are several steps required in this process of meeting the 
Host, walking through the Veil and then walking into Wa and then
over to the Aurora Ascension Earth.

STEP ONE

Imagine looking into an invisible mirror with a point six feet in 
front of you. Before we can walk into the mirror to meet our host 
who will take us through the Veil, we must bring the Cosmic 
Frequencies into our Crystal Hearts which is the place where our 
Soul lives. We are actually creating a oneness field between our 
physical body, our spiritual body and our Soul.

In the past, our Soul has always left the body and moved on to a 
new Adventure.

This time, we can learn how to allow the Soul to move into our 
Plasma Body, and our Physical Body can transform into that 



Plasma Body and disappear from the Earth's surface. Very few 
will be able to do this. However, there is a process called 
Bardoah that is almost identical to this process, that many will 
be able to perform in 2047. That is the year of Bardoah.

We begin by filling the part of the imaginary mirror that is 
black(the atomic reflection that is not allowing us to see through 
to the other side of the mirror) with an atomic substance that is 
only available in the pre light and sound realms of the Cosmic 
Domains. We must go in Consciousness into the Inner Cosmic 
Domains of Earth's Crystal Heart in the 13 -14 dimensions to 
collect the Heliotalic Gelaisic Radiation that can part the Veil.  

We must combine that sphere of Crystal Gel with a sphere of 
Crystal Dust that we travel to the 14th dimension to collect. This 
connection of energy will create the ignition of helium and 
plasma that creates the neutron energy that transforms our 
bodies. This is being done through Stellar Wave Activations, the 
Sun's new heliosphere and the passing of the Comets Elena, Ison 
and Comet 2016. These comets are actually hybridized 
technology space ships that were created specifically to 
transform the entire structure of the Earth's matrix and our DNA 
in order to transform the structure of our bodies. These 
dimensional frequencies of consciousness are being sent from 
the 12 Stars and from Sun Alcyone who contain our transformed 
Universal Consciousness. 

Presently, the atomic mirror is the Veil that is locking us into this
side of reality and not allowing us to walk through to the other 
side of reality where there are infinite parallel spiritual realities 



waiting for us.

First, we need to place a new substance in the mirror that 
unblocks the flow of light.

THE ATOMIC MIRROR ALBUM contains the Frequencies that need
to be placed in the mirror in order to unblock the flow of light.

The Frequencies were collected as my Consciousness traveled 
into these Dimensional Domains and collected the Frequencies of
Consciousness in each Domain and then exhaled the frequencies 
on to the album.

You can just listen to the music and absorb the frequencies, or 
you can travel through the journey yourself as you absorb the 
frequencies.

This is the journey that I took as I collected the frequencies for 
this album:

Song 1 Cosmic Light and Sound

We travel down into the Earth's core into the Cosmic 13 
dimension (the Cosmic Core Domain) that is made of the 
heliotalic substance of gelaisic radiation. This is the substance 
that makes space ships travel thousands of times beyond the 
speed of light. It is the substance of transformation through the 
property of removing space and time. We take our consciousness
into the Crystal Heart of Earth and Inhale this Cosmic Substance.



Crystal Heart of Earth 13  (the Cosmic Core Domain)

First, inhale the Cosmic Liquid Light, heliotalic substance and 
gelaisic radiation from the Earth's Crystal Heart into your Crystal 
Heart- Heart Chakra area.

Song 2

Dolphin Star burst

Exhale the Cosmic energy that is laced with the Cosmic Dolphins
Frequencies within the Spiritual Liquid Light of the 13.5 
Dimension and inhale those Frequencies into your Crystal Heart.

As you are inhaling up from the Cosmic Core Domain of Inner 
Earth you will connect your consciousness into the 12th 
Dimension that is just below the Earth's Crust, where you see the
body standing.

Connect the Frequencies of the Cosmic Core Domain into the 
12th Dimensional Universal Frequencies and spin the two sets of 
Crystal Spheres together into and orb of crystalline substance 
and inhale the Consciousness Frequencies of Cosmic and 
Christic Consciousness into your Crystal Heart.

Next, Exhale this Sphere of Energy from your Crystal Heart 
outward into a 24 point radial burst in all directions around your 
body. The Exhale needs to come from your Crystal Heart and be 
forced outwardly.

Song 3 – SWIRLING CRYSTAL PILLAR



Sense that a massive pillar of swirling crystal gel substance of 
transformation orbs pop out around you and within you. This 
pillar begins within the Cosmic Core of Inner Earth and extends 
clear beyond the Fifth Sphere and into the Source Field. It 
contains your body and consciousness in the complete realm of 
the Cosmic Matrix within Source consciousness.

Song 4- Absorbing Gelaisic

Next, inhale the Gelaisic heliotalic Substance from the 14th 
Dimension into your Crystal Heart.  Focus on the Spiritual Parallel
14th Dimension and then arc that energy over into the 8th 
Dimension of the Sun that is just above and in front of your 
forehead. The 14th Dimensional Heliotalic Frequency will ignite 
the Plasma in the 8th to create the Neutrino Energy. As this 
Gelaisic Radiation that has ignited the Neutrons enters the cells 
of the body, the entire body will be changed to a Neutron Body.

Allow the Gelaisic Radiation to fill all of the spaces around you 
and absorb the gel like substance into your body. Collect the 
Crystal Liquid Light, Crystal Stardust together with the Crystal 
Gel into the cells of your body and then inhale them into your 
Crystal Heart.

Song 5- Fifth Sphere

From the Cosmic realms in Inner Earth inhale up through your 
body and up to the D15 Rishi Body in the Fifth Sphere of the 
Cosmic Domain. Imagine your body sitting in a lotus position just 



above the fifth sphere and inside of the Source Field.

Song 6-  Crystal Infinity Pillar

Create a Crystal Pillar that connects from the Inner Most Cosmic 
Density within the Heart of Mother Earth and out into the Outer 
Bands of the Cosmos. See your body standing within the pillar. 
Your body fills the entire Cosmic Matrix.

When you are looking at the triangle that connects your body 
within the Cosmic Sphere, you are seeing the dimensional 
structure of the ATOMIC MIRROR.

When you are connecting to the point six feet in front of the 
mirror, you are actually connecting to that point where the 
Cosmos meets Infinity or Source. That is the point that Ignites 
the Spark of Source that allows a new Plasma body to come 
forward. This is the Host Body that will lead you through the Veil.

SONG 7- WITHIN SPECTRUM

Feel your self standing within this Complete Spectrum of Light 
and Sound that contains All that Is within a Zero Point and then 
explodes into a rebirth of a new reality. Feel yourself within this 
Zero Point. That is the Zero Point that is needed to turn on the 
process of Re-Birth. Within that spectrum of light is the complete 
spectrum of light and sound of all creation.

You are within a field of billions of orbs of pre light and sound 
that are formed from this Crystal liquid light, gel and stardust 
substance.



Song 8 – INHALE TO HEART

Inhale all of the crystal orbs into your Crystal Heart in the center 
of the breast plate.

Exhale orb currents out Heart Chakra and down arms and into 
the space between palms.

Place both palms on the mirror's front surface (imaginary mirror). 

Firmly exhale into the space between palms and the target area.

Hold breath at bottom of exhale in the target area.

SONG 9 – REMOVING SPACE AND TIME

Imagine that you can see the entire mirror field filled with orbs of
the Gelaisic substance growing in number until the space and 
time is removed between you and the mirror.

Take your palms down from the mirror

Observe the orbs solidifying to form a moist gel like orb filled 
with pale golden silver substance.

Listen to all 9 songs again while you feel yourself walking into 
the mirror and remain Standing within the Mirror in a Trance 
before you go to sleep.

TRANCE ALBUM album is created to paralyze the Neo Cortex 
which allows the SHIFT into the Fabulous Infinite Possibilities of 
Instant Manifestation.



FOUR SONGS- about 20 minutes each perform the steps that put 
you in control of your Mind.

1. Naturalize

2. Paralyze

3. Trance

4. Hypnotize

Each song contains the anti matter that blasts thru the crusty 
thoughts in the neo cortex. The gelaisic immortal fairies clear 
and penetrate the old neuronets allowing the phonons to pain 
new pictures of reality within the DNA.

The harshness at the beginning of each song is a nuclear 
explosion of blasting through the barbed fences placed within the
pineal gland and between DNA seals. The seals are melted away 
to produce the flow of pure thought erasing the Thought Process 
of the Neo Cortex.

The state of pure removal from thinking is a calm serenity that 
allows one to float above the world in a reality that is far 
removed from a density that does not allow one to float above a 
tree or transport to another country instantly. There is no time 
and space in the new reality of the Mid Brain.



The Hypnotic State allows the visualization of what is on the 
other side of the veil where the fairies and divas live and where 
we can step onto our orb bodies and be met by spaceships who 
will escort us to new galaxies.

When a person moves their consciousness into this space of no 
time and no space and completely paralyzes the neo cortex, so 
that it no longer sends old messages of judgment into the mind of
Patience and Purity, the person transposes all of the cellular 
memory in their DNA into a completely new reality.

This transposition takes place by saturating the body through 
consciousness with the Light that creates photons and when 
they hit the phonons in the DNA, a transfiguration occurs. This 
creates a new reality through out the body. This reality cannot 
take place as long as the neo cortex, thinking brain is involved in
the process.

So, the first thing that always must be done is to put the neo 
cortex to sleep. It must be paralyzed, placed in a trance, turned 
off, and hypnotized to begin to belief the Mind of God instead of 
the old Beliefs that are in its Loop of man made reality.

Learning to do this is a difficult process. The music helps a great 
deal because it is doing the part of turning on the harmonization 
of the phonons and photons that allow the DNA to transpose.

However, only the individual can make the choice to stop 
listening to their thinking brain. In order to make the shift into 
the Golden Light and completely out of the Metallic Emotions, 
you will need to shift into your Frequency Mid Brain and out of 



the Neo Cortex thinking brain. This means you will need to move 
out of the mortal mind of man and into the immortal mind of God.

 

WHAT IS A TWIN FLAME?

According to Elaika, there are 15 definitions of what a Twin 
Flame is at this time on Planet Earth.

I will share with you my definition from my own personal 
experience. I received my information from Yeshwua ben Joseph 
during one of our recorded dialogs that may be heard on our you 
tube channel Mary Magdalene Singing Mermaid titled Dialogs 
with Yeshuwa.

When Yeshuwa first met Mary Magdalene he knew me from my 
Vibrations, from my Frequency Signature. He knew that we had 
come from the same Realm of Consciousness. He knew that out 
of all of the people on Earth, that I was the only one who had the 
same Frequencies that he had. That was his definition of me, 
Mary Magdalene being his Twin Flame or Soul Mate.

He later clarified this meaning of Twin Flame more for me when I 
asked him about my present Cosmic Twin. He told me that Joe 
an I both came from the Cosmic Creation Realm as he did. We all 
knew each other very well in that Realm for trillions of years.

He told me that it is the Entity themself who makes the Rules in 
that Realm. He told me that it was Mary Magdalene who chose to
experience herself as both a male and female when she arrived 
on Earth this time. That is the reason that the Cosmic Twins, 
Angela and Joe Barnett are both complete versions of Mary 
Magdalene in different versions of gender experience.



Yeshuwa explained that we do not have a Soul in the Cosmic 
Realm. We do not need to split a Soul to come into the Earth from
the Cosmic Realm. We are the creators. God creates the Soul and
he can place a Soul into anyone who is a Sentient Being in any 
dimensional realm that he chooses to.

The Angels who created the Realms below the Cosmic Realm 
created a form of themselves in a Lower Density and that was 
called the Universal Realm. This is where the stories of the 
Elohim and their hybrid racelines comes from. These creations 
are the sons and daughters of the Angels. This is why they are 
called Star Seeds.

Those of us in the Cosmic Realm are the Stars and those in the 
Universe are Star Seeds of the original creation. Those Star 
Seeds who are on Earth at this time are from the Universal 
Realm. That realm is made of Over Souls who send their Soul 
Version down into the Earth.

The Twin Flames who find each other from this Univeral Over 
Soul group could actually be one of many thousands of people. 
The meaning of Twin Flame or Soul Mate in reality means one 
who came from the same Realm of Consciousness and shares in 
the most Aspects of Reality.

That is the True Definition.

Once again, I invite all of you to read the COSMIC TWIN DIARY, 
12 DNA Music of the Spheres Ascension Program from the 
Cosmic Twin Diary  to learn more about Twin Flames. To learn 
more about the actual death experience of Joe when he was 
possessed by three demons when we were opening the Firsts 
Portal, you might like to listen to ORBING INTO ETERNAL LIGHT 
audio CD and the free audio albums on our website, Crystal 
Magic Orchestra.com that also tell many parts of our story.



We were told during our  mission of Opening the Ascension Portal
in Monterey that there were three demons possessing Joe's 
Body, resulting in the need for my Cosmic Twin Joe to leave the 
Earth for awhile, die and then return a few months later. 

It was during that event that Elaika told me that thousands upon 
thousands of Angels had tried to get Joe to come back to his 
body, but only I could bring him back because I was his Twin 
Soul. We shared the same Soul. This is why I could place my Soul
within him to bring enough of him back while we waited for his 
Higher Self to completly re-connect.

This Mission that was written in our Soul Contract has been in 
the making since the day we found each other on Earth. Now, 
that we are in the final stages of completing our Contract, our 
Spirit Guide is giving us many more details about all of our life 
times together. This larger story will be included in the third 
edition of the Cosmic Twin Diaries.

A Twin Flame is the same as what has been called a Soul Mate 
because it means that before we came from the highest planes of
creation-- some come from the Universal Level and others come 
from the Cosmic Level- we are actually ONE SOUL. 

Those Twin Flames who came from the Universal Realm divide 
into two equal parts- one is male and one is female- before 
entering the Earth's Matrix.

Most Souls do not need to do this because they enter the Earth's 
realm from a lower plane- usually the Solar or Galactic. These 
Souls do not need to separate before they come to Earth.



Since a Twin Flame is One Soul that is separate, it always 
remains in contact between missions of incarnation onto this 
planet or any other planet. My Twin Flame and I have been 
working together on healing and ascension missions for millions 
of years together. For instance, we both came to Earth the first 
time about four million years ago, during the Second Seeding of 
Earth. I came as a Mermaid and Joe came as a Dolphin at that 
time. Mermaids and Dolphins were both friends and lovers at that
time. After we spent two thousand years on Earth preparing the 
Earth's Grids with the Light and Sound Trinary technology that 
held Earth into the continuous communication with the Pleiadian 
Guardians and the Ra Council, we left Earth for a few thousand 
years and went on missions on other Stars. We returned to Earth 
again as the Ceres Race line and then the Atoni race line about 
one million years before Christ. We had several incarnations as 
different characters in the Earth state over the following million 
years, and sometimes we left for a few thousand years and then 
returned again.

Only Co-Creators can create their own Contract Missions 
together each time they return to spirit between incarnations. We
create our missions together because we are ONE.

However, when I came as Mary Magdalene, I did not create 
another version of my self to come with. Yeshuwa came as he 
chose to come and I came as I chose to come. I chose to be a 
complete, perfect female at that time. This time I chose to 
experience myself as both male and female aspects of myself in 
one experience.

CONNECTING WITH THE OVER SOUL



Use this Holographic Frequency music to integrate the rhythms 
of the Over Soul into yours. This will create a new patterning 
within your DNA that allows you to become the Speaker to the 
Over soul and begin making your own choices about your health, 
how long you will live, how wealthy you choose to be. You are 
integrating your rhythm into the heartbeat of the Universe and all
that your Over Soul Sees within the Universe.

You will notice that this set of music will be centered around 
hearing and feeling and knowing that you are centered within the
RHYTHM of your Entire Over Soul. This Rhythm is the Heart Beat 
of your Soul, the Earth's Heart beat and the Heartbeat within the 
Inner Domains of Each Dimension, which is what unites the 
entire Over Soul into Oneness.

Begin by getting tuned into the rhythm of your Over Soul. Your 
Over Soul is 85% of your Self beyond your Body or Ego Self. The 
Over Soul is the Self that is within the area in a three feet sphere 
around you. This sphere actually represents an area of you 
standing within the Cosmos.

Once you become tuned in to the rhythm of the Over Soul, and 
you feel and sense the Over Soul surrounding you and being 
attached to you, imagine yourself standing outside of the Over 
Soul and creating a rhythm and language that connects your 
rhythm with the rhythm of your Over Soul.

This is just one small step in opening up communication by 
connecting your Heart into the Rhythm of your Over Soul and 
then saying I have a rhythm of my own, and it is time for me to 
made decisions about the rhythm of of life. It is time for me 
speed up into your rhythm of a higher reality and see things the 



way you see them and then make my own decisions.

CHANGING THE SOUL CONTRACT

HEALING METHODS THAT HAVE GONE UP A BRICK WALL IN THE
PAST WILL BE ACCEPTED

THERE WILL BE LOGIC INVOLVED IN THE HEALING THAT IS 
SPIRITUAL MAGIC

SOUL CONTRACT- CHANGING YOUR DESTINY

Talk to the cells in your body with affirmations of beauty

The affirmation of I AM PERFECT,  I AM HEALTHY, I AM THE 
IMAGE OF GOD

I AM A MASTER

I AM THAT I AM

I AM ASCENDING INTO ETERNAL LIFE

I AM A GREAT HEALER

I AM CHRIST Consciousness

Now you will start feeling SUPPORT

It is you with the rest of the energy pushing and helping you 



along

We have help now

Those in Inner Earth have been waiting for 12 million years to 
help us

They have not died or been sick for 12 million years

They have been living in glorious harmony and joy of musical 
symphonies for

millions of years watching and waiting for the time when we 
would raise our

frequencies high enough to see the doors when they open them 
into inner earth

We can raise our frequencies to the level that allow us to walk 
through the mirror- go through the shield remove the veil. The 
doors to Inner Earth will open to those who have raised their 
frequencies into the Ascension Vortex that leads to all multi 
dimensionality

Don't be surprised if all of the doors fly open for you into new 
opportunities new realities

into the inner Earth of Eternal Life.If you push on the door and it 
doesn't open raise your frequencies a few more days and try 
again

and then raise them some more and try again

In time all of the doors WILL FLY OPEN



The doors to your dreams will open in the next few years into 
new energies that will open your doors

 into a brand new reality.

Some will be successful and some will not. Those others will just
take longer. Some are not old souls. Some have not gone through
the experiences needed to prepare to open their doors.

Some are happy in their old reality and so they have never tried 
to push past it.

Will you accept the shift? Will you try your hardest?

All have the opportunity to re write the old reality as we knew it 
and to move into the reality that creates light for all and to heal 
all on Earth all situations will open to you

HEALING METHODS THAT HAVE GONE UP A BRICK WALL IN THE
PAST WILL BE ACCEPTED

THERE WILL BE LOGIC INVOLVED IN THE HEALING THAT IS 
SPIRITUAL MAGIC

SOUL CONTRACT- CHANGING YOUR DESTINY

The old Science will no longer block the doors to True Reality.

Consideration, compassion

A greater acceptance of those things that were not agreeable 
with main stream thought



Push on the doors that you thought were closed

Don't be surprised if there is someone on the other side waiting 
for you

If you push on something and it resists, stop pushing

Try it again a few weeks later to see if the energy has changed

Energy is changing constantly

When the energy becomes high enough the door will open

Perhaps you need to push in a different way

You are having help with energy that will create a new paradigm 
that prepares a new reality to begin

You will see the energy is available to push you into the shift.

After the duality of 2015 we moved into the catalyst of 2016 and 
the climax of the catalyst in Fall which will grow into a NEW 
STRUCTURE  that will Bloom in June 2017 when Elaija begins to 
speak the WORD OF GOD all around the Earth.

One of the attributes of the new energy is shift

Are you ready to shift right now?

Are you cultural dependent?

Are you holding on to old realities?

Are you holding on because you have never seen where you will 
go if you shift?



All of you have the opportunity to re write the old reality.

The things that will create light for you on this planet.

Situational changes that make sense that you have asked for.

Make your list of what you want.

Write the list. Read the list.

Move into the Highest Frequency and KNOW YOUR LIST INTO 
REALITY

There is no judgement if you say no

You can keep your old realities.

All of your old lives have come to completion

Your innate higher self  is listening to you, The Earth's Christic  
Grids are turned on.

SOUL CONTRACT- CHANGING YOUR DESTINY

If you do not change your soul contract, you will continue living 



in a pre determined destiny of the Soul Contract that you write 
before you came to Earth. There was an old programming placed 
in the human template that would actually allow and create 
disease and death.

My Cosmic Twin Flame Soul Mate and I went through three death
experiences. The last one served the purpose of braiding our Soul
Frequencies together in a way that would create 4800 times 
more frequencies than that of any normal human. Even after we 
had gone through this mission of resurrection from the belief of 
death, I asked my Spirit Guide if my Twin Flame and I could 
choose to die simultaneously through the process of choosing to 
walk out of our bodies in the system termed Bardoah.

The answer that was given to me was that we would need to 
change our Soul Contract. Our Soul Contract already states the 
mission of our purpose on Earth and exactly when we will leave 
the Earth is pre-destined unless it is changed.

After I finished opening the Portals was when I was given 
permission to change my mission. Since I am from the Creation 
Realm, I do not have a Soul Contract. What I have is MY 
CONTRACT. I am Mary Magdalene, and I wrote my Mission. I was 
the one who decided that I wanted to have Amnesia on Earth. 
Now, I am Risen as Mary so i can create my new mission 
statement which is to remove the Amnesia and remember 
everything. I was also told that I will be given full manifestation 
and Knowingness Shortly. We don't know what God means by 
shortly.

Please notice that I was able to change my mission statement of 
Remembering, but only God gives the Manifestation and 
Knowingness.

We learned that first we need to go through this process of 



moving into at one ment with our Soul so that we become the 
director of the observations and the director of movement. We 
learned to ride in a mini merkaba which wrapped ourselves as a 
mini me replica of ourselves inside of our crystal heart and learn 
to direct the merkaba vehicle to travel to Inner Earth and then 
travel back into the heart area to create an Ascension Portal that
directs the Soul to know that it has been re-united with its 
spiritual twin self that contains the programming of the original 
divine blue print.

We needed to talk to our Soul and tell it that we know that we 
have moved into a new reality and a new situation. We are now in
a state or knowing that we are the sovereign attendents of our 
body and we make the decisions of the re-programming of our 
body and our destiny.

Who is this SOUL? The Soul is the Entity within each one one 
Earth who records the experiences for God to learn from.

We learned to communicate with the soul by allowing it to 
become visible by using the Candle Technique where we go into 
a trance state by moving our entire body into the light and then 
seeing the blue sphere appear above or near the light. When we 
see that blue sphere, we are seeing our Soul. We see the Soul 
wanting to climb up to the celing because it is used to living 
three feet above the body. We watch the Soul become the 
observer of the body as it moves to the ceiling level. We learn to 
move into the the blue sphere and pretend we are within the the 
sphere looking through its eyes back at our body.

We show the Soul that what we see as our body is a perfect body
made in the Divine Likeness of God. We see a perfect body made 
in the Christ Image of Eternal Life. We make a list of what we are
seeing through the eyes of the Soul.



We Manifest this List into our Reality by using the Manifestation 
formula of Seeing it, Believing it, INTENDING VERY STRONGLY 
THIS IS THE TRUTH and then Allowing, Letting Go and not taking
another thought about it.

HOWEVER, This process must always take place within the Full 
Spectrum Light and Sound- within the Creation Template of the 
OM OF THE COSMIC SUN.

I am the Divine One.

I am the Christ Revealed on Earth.

I am vital Energy.

I am Infinite Supply

I am instant manifestation

I am able to walk through walls.

I am able to travel to distant stars.

I am able to live to be 200 years old.

I will bardoah into oneness with my Soul Body and then 
disappear into the Light.

I will have perfect health restored daily.

I am thirty years younger.

I AM JOY
I AM LOVE
I am fabulously one above
I am the magnificent one.
I am the master of the universe
who travels through the stars
I am a body who is thin and trim



an athletic super star
I am strong I am thin I am perfectly slim
I am the one who always wins
I am the perfect one
who loves all who are
I am Love
I am Bliss
I am Joy.

I am the perfect one
Perfect health, perfect skin perfect one
I am the perfect one
I am the youth of eternal stars
I am young I am beautiful
I am the Christ Consciousness
I am the Love
I am truly the image of the All that Is.

THE NEW ENERGY OF LIGHT WILL ALLOW you to create your 
new reality.
Greater acceptance.
ALL IS ON MY SIDE
A Door will open to help me

TIME CAPSULES will open and send information into Crystalline 
Grids. I am so magnificent
I have miracles in my pockets
We will have co-operation 
Time capsules will poor out information that will pour into grids 
that will make me feel better about me.
The action grids are the helpers that are alive
they know of the new energy and they are here to help and 
support us.
The time capsules will be far more active in the next two years.
I am having a supreme lucky streak.
Synchronicity will be perfect.
We can create anything through the grids.



We can create anything through innate
I will never be sick
I will never grow old
I have supreme new healing energy
We must Feel this confirmation all through all of the cells of our 
body.

The energy will be pushing and helping

It is also necessary to learn to speak directly to the cells in your 
body and tell them that each time they see a cell that is not 
made from the Divine Blue Print that they are ordered to replicate
a perfect cell that has the Eternal Life Structure within it.

Imagine this vision of the cells in the body moving about seeking 
out any cells that are not in perfect form and transmutting them 
in to the brand new cellular template of Eternal Life.

Presently, the cells have a death sentence built within them 
because they believe that the strands are being shortened and 
cut off. Talk to the cells and tell them that old programming is 
gone forever. The new strands are actually growing longer each 
day as they attach to new neuronets beyond the body and into 
infinite harmonic universes of reality.

BIO



LEARNING THAT I WAS MARY MAGDALENE

 How do you think it feels for me to know that I am Mary 
Magdalene, and to have no one believe in me? How do you think 
it feels to know that it was me who has so many stories told 
behind my back, so many stories about a person that you really 
know nothing about. So, many stories about the wife of Jesus, 
and becoming a St. in the Catholic Church, and a person that so 
many people channel for many of my aspects.

Those in the Churches are not going to like this book for a few 
more years, and then it will be celebrated by many. The first clue 
of my presence on Earth as it is in Heaven as the Female Aspect 
of God in all forms was a recent near death experience of a 
Catholic Priest who saw a FEMALE GOD before he returned to his
body.

This time the writings will remember the Female Christ walking 
on Earth, who carries the Male Christ- Yeshuwa ben Joseph with 
her at all times. I am Mary Magdalene in the Flesh. My entire 
being of the Solar, Universal, and Cosmic Realms are all within 
me now. I remember all that I am and all that I have been. I have 
Risen.

I am not some far off invisible spirit from long ago. I am Mary 
Magdalene now, the same as I was her then. Many people think 
that just because a person was some one in a past lifetime 
doesn't mean that they are still that person now. Well, this just 
isn't true. The one who everyone in the New Age and Light 
Worker movement have been acclaiming as the RETURN OF THE 
DIVINE FEMININE, the return of the Female Christ, the return of 
Mother Mary. All of these grand excitements are about ME have 
been incorrectly perceived. Mary Magdalene is the only Female 
Being on Earth who is Co Creating this Grand Adventure with 
Mother Father God. There is no Mother Mary in the Cosmic 
Realm. She was only the mother of a human baby who was not a 
Savior, but a person sent by God to Experience many things so 



that God would understand His Creation. This is exactly why 
Mary Magdalene was sent to Earth, as well. Mary and Yeshuwa 
were the male and female aspects of God who were sent to Earth
on a mission of Experience.

The experience of Love and Passion between the male and 
female was the mission of Mary and Yeshuwa. We came to Earth 
to teach God what the human experience of love between a man 
and woman feels like. This story is told in Mary Magdalene's 
Greatest Love Story Ever Told.

 I am Mary Magdalene. Well, me and my Soul Mate are the 
complete Soul of Mary Magdalene as she was when she was 
Cosmic living in the God World. When I was in the Creation Realm
I chose to come to Earth as a Male and Female Experience. That 
is why I am here with my Self as the Male and Female Aspects of
Mary Magdalene together as Angela and Joe Barnett.

 I am the one who many of you have a picture of on your walls of 
your churches. I am the one who the Catholic Church idolizes, 
creates statues of, donates larges sums of money to. 
Unfortunately, not many on Earth at this time believe that I am 
Mary Magdalene. However, those who have left this Earth, 
including my own father in this life time, know me well when they
return to the Spiritual Side. 

When Jesus and Elaika first told me that my music had been 
heard all over the universe, and that my book, 12 DNA Music of 
the Spheres Ascension Program from the Cosmic Twin Diary,  
was celebrated by so many in the Spiritual Universe-- all of the 
Angels in Heaven, I could not under stand how this could be true,
since it seemed like so few had purchased my book, and 
relatively few had heard my music.

Elaika and Yeshuwa were talking about the way my 
Consciousness penetrates the entire Universe because my 
Consciousness is the Female Universal Consciousness being 
known at all levels of our Time Line. The conversations that I've 



had with Jesus have allowed me to share what I remembered 
about our times together teaching in our Mystery School, when 
he was St. Germain and I was his student. When I was Mary 
Magdalene, Yeshuwa actually learned from my teachings with 
the Children who to bring forth this understanding to our Father, 
God.

 Elaika has also reminded me of the many times that we were on 
planetary missions together in many other Star Systems that we 
have created. Elaika told Joe that he was actually an 
ambassador to Telapasaides, another third dimensional planet, at
this time, and that is where he went when he left his body in 
2008.  Elaika also informed me that I am a Time Traveler who 
checks on the status of the Grids of Earth every night so that I 
can more perfectly align the 12 Ascension Portals.

So, obviously, we are all much more than we seem to be. I have 
finally decided to write this book so that there are no more 
generations on Earth who do not know the truth about who I am 
now and who I was then, and we are all everyone who we have 
ever been. 

My Soul of Mary Magdalene is the same Soul who was with Jesus
when he was St. Germain. And the Soul of Jesus and St. Germain
is the same Soul that was the Soul of David, and many others 
who are in the Bible Stories. We were also the same Souls who 
performed many life times of heroic deeds on many other Planets
and Stars all over the Universe. The plan of each Over Soul is to 
experience everything that is in the Universe because it is all a 
part of the Allness of the creation template of the Mind of God. 

Every micro cosmic particle of our body is also made of this 
divine creation template. The ideas of who we are are as vast as 
the stars who look down at us because we are actually reflecting
ourselves looking at them.

We are the image and likeness of God being reflected through all 
that is.   This truth about the Cosmic Twins who are the Soul of 



Mary Magdalene must be revealed to the Universe at this time. 

MARY MAGDALENE'S GREATEST LOVE STORY EVER TOLD

Next, for my new gift of Knowing something new about myself as
Mary Magdalene. The Greatest Love Story ever told. Yeshuwa 
told me our Love Story in detail.

The first time that I spoke with Yeshuwa he told me that we were
much more than friends. I didn't have time to ask him details 
about our life together until after we finished opening the portals.
But, now I have time to talk about our great love.

Yeshuwa and I both come directly from the God World for our 
creation projects in Planet Earth and thousands of other places. 
The God World is actually the place where God meets with the 
Co-Creators who actually manage the Universe for God. We can 
see everything in the Cosmos in our place of no time, no 
distance, no space. We can see what God sees and together we 
make a plan of what needs to be done on each planet or star or 
sun at any time. We are a team who has freedom of choice to 
decide what project we would like to work on.

When Yeshuwa ben Joseph and Mary Magdalene came to Earth 
directly from the God World, 2000 years ago, we chose this 
mission because we wanted to learn for God all there was to 
know about passion and sexuality. God did not know these things
and God wants to know all things about the Creation that has 
been made.

Without this information that is obtained by the co-creation team 
and delivered to God through the experience itself, God is able to
understand and love all creation more.

Yeshuwa ben Joseph was born in a little village outside of 
Jerusalem. This village only had a few dozen people in it. He was
born in a house. He was not born in a manger, and his family did 



not need to hide him from the government. The real reason that 
his family left the village was because there were many thieves 
coming to their village and taking everything. That is the reason 
they left this place.

http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/you tubes-and-audio

Mary Magdalene was born in a fisherman's village that was 
owned by her father Job. When Mary was 24 years old, her family 
chose a husband for her. Mary did not like this man and she 
thought he was unpleasant. Mary was disowned by her family 
because she would not marry this man.

This was the time when Mary found Yeshuwa. Mary heard 
Yeshuwa preaching near her village and she understood what he 
was saying and wanted to know everything that he understood. 
Yeshuwa saw Mary and resonated with her so strongly like love 
at first sight. He immediately knew that she had come from the 
God World and she was from the co-creation team.

Yeshuwa ben Joseph is the only member of the co-creation 
teams who is given the gift of REMEMBERING who he is when he 
arrives. The rest of us get amnesia every time we come to Earth. 
Yeshuwa knew how to restore Mary's memory of who she was. 
So, both Yeshuwa and Mary came from the God World to Earth for
the purpose of finding each other and performing a very 
important event that would allow God to understand PASSION 
and SEXUALITY in the most powerful form.

Yeshuwa and Mary were madly in love beyond what any other 
person on Earth could imagine because we were sent on this 
mission of understanding this Powerful relationship of man and 
woman at the level where God would understand his creation in 
the most VIVID way possible. There are memories left of the 
Sexual Images translated into the God World through the Kama 
Sutra Love Positions. This is where it came from. There is only a 
tiny bit of truth left in that teaching of Sacred Sex. Our Sex was 
POWERFUL and created in a Vision that only God could 
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understand.

The images that are received and created in the God world are 
far beyond anything that can be imagined or described through 
the language of the Planetary realms. That is why I write songs 
and record frequencies, because only the most vivid, wild 
imagination can describe the colors that exist beyond the colors 
of the rainbow into infinite realms of colors and infinite realms 
sounds and light and manufacturing infinite layers of love woven 
into streams of colors translated into a language of infinity that 
only God understands as it is within the communication between 
the co-creation team.

Yeshuwa and I had mad passionate love and sexual relations that
can only be described as the orgasm of God. There is great truth 
in the orgasms being broadcast as dimensional levels and there 
is a great relationship to the sexual organs themselves actually 
being the closest connection to God on our bodies.

Our experience itself was transmitted through the entire 
universe as the song of Yeshuwa and Mary. And that is the music 
that I am hearing at this time. That is what I was writing those 
songs about that I titled Wedding Vows. We actually did not get 
married, we just made love a lot, and those were the images that 
were being broadcast.

I just learned that these are the songs that I have been singing. 
My imagination of these visions within my music and the 
frequencies in my music are always weaving together a memory 
or the love and passion and sexual intercourse of the male and 
female Christ on Earth. Mary Magdalene and Yeshuwa ben 
Joseph were the female and male Christs on Earth demonstrating
this power of all forms of LOVE on Earth for God to witness.

We lived together in the same house after my family dis owned 
me. We were so very much in love beyond what has ever been 
known before or after on this planet. We never got married 
because Yeshuwa believed that a real father should be at home 



with his children to nourish them constantly, and he could not 
stay home long enough to have that honor of being married and 
raising children.

Yeshuwa and Mary wanted to be together every moment and 
Mary cried for hours when Yeshuwa would leave. Yeshuwa was 
also on Earth to travel to many countries to share words of truth 
and healing and to give people hope. Mary stayed home when 
Yeshuwa went on journeys that lasted several months at a time.

Mary Magdalene's true love was children. She would not leave 
her home because this was where her school was for children 
from many surrounding areas. Many mother's dropped their 
children off at her home and left them there for long periods of 
time.

Yeshuwa was able to learn what is was like to have children 
through Mary's love for children and being with the children at 
her school. Yeshuwa very much wanted to be a father, but he 
knew that he could not do God's mission without being away 
from home for almost half of every year.

This mission of the co-creators was to learn everything about the
Love of man and woman and the love for children of man and 
woman. The mission of Yeshuwa also included sharing his 
passion of love for all people.
http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/youtubes-and-audio
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